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We are delighted that you have decided to attend 
the 2012 Jackson Hole Symposium, which fosters 
collaboration between cultural and public institutions 
and media creators. The screenings, panels and 
discussions that make this event a rich experience are 
here again in all their variety, but we have also added 
something new: our first Science Media Competition. 

We launched the competition because we felt it was 
important to celebrate the best media being produced 
about science around the world. Science producers 
often overcome long odds to do their work, but given 
the pace at which research is moving and the public 
confusion that often exists about science, their work 
has never been more important.  We look forward to 
welcoming many of the finalists along with all of you as 
we gather at the Denver Museum of Nature and Science 
for Symposium 2012.

Sincerely,
Michael Rosenfeld
Board Chair, Jackson Hole Wildlife Film Festival
Head of Television & Film, Howard Hughes Medical Institute

Welcome to the Denver Museum of Nature & Science 
and Symposium 2012, the premier media event designed 
specifically to bring together content creators and 
media professionals to explore new ideas, new tools 
and new solutions with our cultural institutions.

We’re very excited to have the opportunity to be a part 
of this event, and our hope is that over the next three 
days you will experience science and media in entirely 
new ways while discovering valuable new partnerships.  

Finally, it’s our privilege to join with the Jackson Hole 
Wildlife Film Festival to present the 2012 Symposium 
and be a part of their first Science Media Competition. 
We couldn’t wish for a more professional and inspiring 
collaborator to help showcase the Museum and the 
world of science.

Sincerely,
George Sparks, President & CEO
Denver Museum of Nature & Science

SYMPOSIUM 2012

On behalf of the Jackson Hole Wildlife Film Festival, and the 
Denver Museum of Nature & Science, welcome to Symposium 2012!
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“This camera surprised us. 
The image quality in every 
situation – studio, live events, 
out in the field, in low light – 
rivals anything I’ve seen, even 
from much pricier equipment. 
In edits, clients marvel at how 
good it looks. The HPX370 
really shines for us in rigorous 
shooting conditions.”

Paul Grosso
Vice President, Media Production                                        
JPL 
Harrisburg, PA

In a business where image is everything,  
the AG-HPX370 amazes wherever it goes.  
This P2 HD shoulder camcorder features 
10-bit, 4:2:2, full 1920 x 1080 resolution with 
AVC-Intra recording. Its advanced 1/3" 2.2 
megapixel 3-MOS U.L.T. imager offers the  
high sensitivity and signal-to-noise ratios  
of larger imagers. Delivering high-quality 
images and a faster P2 workflow is just 
another way we’re engineering a better world.

panasonic.com/hpx370   877.803.8492

solutions for Pro video
© 2012 Panasonic Corporation of North America.  All rights reserved.

PSCPM-0052h_HPX370_JacksonSMA_bw.indd   1 7/26/12   3:58 PM
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The Jackson Hole Wildlife Film Festival is committed to encouraging the production of natural 
history programming around the world and raising the appreciation and awareness toward 
wild creatures, cultures and habitats through the innovative use of media. 

Biennially since 1991, we have hosted an unparalleled international film industry conference 
that draws over 650 leaders in nature and environmental filmmaking, science, conservation 
and media. The JHWFF film competition honors the world’s finest nature films, with 21 
prestigious awards chosen from over 800 entries, last year. Year-round outreach and 
educational programming empowers stewardship and a personal connection to the 
natural world. 

This year marks the launch of our inaugural Science Media Awards, with the finalists 
and award winners celebrated at Symposium 2012 in recognition of their excellence in 
communicating science to public audiences. We are grateful for the support and guidance of 
the Board of Directors who govern the Jackson Hole Wildlife Film Festival. Among them are 
some of the most respected names in broadcast media and the film industry:

Executive Committee
Michael Rosenfeld, Chair
Head of Television and Film
Howard Hughes Medical Institute

Neil Harraway, Vice-Chair
Director of Production & Marketing
Natural History New Zealand, Ltd.

Walter Koehler, Secretary
Chief Executive Officer
Terra Mater Factual Studios

Chuck Lee, Treasurer
HD Technology Manager, US 
FujiFilm Optical Devices USA Inc.

Fred Kaufman 
Executive Producer
Thirteen/WNET

William Grant, Chairman Emeritus

Board of Directors
Marjorie Kaplan, President & General Manager
Animal Planet

Jason Winkler, Principal
Arète Media Group

Wendy Darke, Head
BBC Natural History Unit

Dave Noel, VP Operations & Technology
Denver Museum of Nature & Science

Andy Wood, Producer & Senior VP
D3D Cinema / Giant Screen Films

Christine Weber, Vice President Production/Specials
Discovery Channel

Jean-Francois Camilleri, Executive VP & GM
Paul Baribault, VP Marketing
Disneynature

Shaun MacGillivray, Managing Director & Producer
MacGillivray Freeman Films

Maryanne Culpepper, President
National Geographic Television

Stella Cha, Director Film & Video
The Nature Conservancy

Shin-ichi Murata, Executive Producer
NHK Japanese Broadcasting

Janine Baker, VP Distribution & Development
nWave Pictures Distribution

Ellen Windemuth, Managing Director
Off The Fence Productions

Steve Mahrer, Director-Product Marketing
Panasonic Broadcast

Robert Willox, Director of Marketing
Sony Electronics

Andrew Solomon, Head of Natural History & Science
UNIVERSUM/ORG

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
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Major Sponsors
Africa People & Wildlife Fund
Arète Media Group
BBC Natural History Unit
Disneynature
FujiFilm Optical Devices
Hughes Production
MacGillivray Freeman Films
The Nature Conservancy
NHK Japanese Broadcasting
NHNZ, Ltd.
nWave Pictures Distribution
Off the Fence Productions
Science Channel
Sherle Wagner International
Thirteen/WNET
UNIVERSUM/ORF

Premier Sponsor

Grand Sponsors

Supporting Sponsors
Amangani
Jackson Hole Wildlife Safaris
Jackson Hole Mountain Resort
Global Immersion
Grand Teton Lodge Company
uStudio
Wyoming Film Office
Wyoming Business Office

Community Sponsors
American Museum 
     of Natural History
ArgoFilms
Atelier Ortega
The Blue Lion
Brain Farm Digital Cinema 
Café Genevieve 
California Academy of Sciences
Craighead Berengia South
Exploratorium
Fine Dining Restaurant Group
fleisherfilm
The Floral Artist
Four Seasons Jackson Hole
Hilton Homewood Suites
HoganFilms
Hotel Abri
Hotel Terra
The Intrepid
Jackson Hole Center for the Arts
Jackson Hole Golf and Tennis
The Lexington
Monterey Bay Aquarium
Snake River Brew Pub
Snake River Grill

Snake River Lodge & Spa
Tayloe Piggot Gallery
Teton Pines
Teton Raptor Center
Teton Science Schools
Victor Emanuel Nature Tours
Vom Fass
Wildlife Conservation Society
The Wort Hotel

SPONSORS

Media Partners
American Association for the
     Advancement of Science
Giant Screen 
     Cinema Association
HD Video Pro
International Wildlife              
     Film Festival
Napa Valley Film Festival
New Media Film Festival
New Scientist
Pacific Standard
Scientific American
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Executive Director
Lisa Samford

A/V Team
Adam Hughes
Patrick Millard
C.R. Caillouet

Virtual Screening Room
uStudio

Development Director
Jessica Weeman

Marketing & Design
Kori Price

Film Competition Coordinator
Sandy Ostertag

Outreach & Education
Julie Kling

Volunteer Coordinator
Martin Hammond

Production Associate
Christie Quinn

Marketing Associate
Michele DeRossi

Intern
Jenna Mahaffie

STAFF & APPRECIATION

Science Programming Partners
American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS)
Center for the Advancement of Informal Science Education (CAISE)
Science & Entertainment Exchange
Scientific American

MK Shannon’s life work is in creating beautiful, inspirationally unique, custom awards. 
For nearly 30 years, starting with her first sculpture created from simple bar of soap, MK 
Shannon has grown her business into the success it is today. Thousands of awards have 
been cast from over 200 of her original designs. She keeps that original soap sculpture as 
a reminder of diligence and dedication. MK Shannon awards are exquisite works of art 
that people proudly display. They are truly awards that inspire!

2012 Science Media Awards Featured Artist

Volunteers
Arlene Solof
Bob Cruz
Christopher Carter
Ellie Stratton-Brook
George Costakis
Karen East
Katie Jepson
Kayla Arend
Lee Finley-Blasi
Marcee Davis
Nathan Dappen
Neil Losin
Refah Seyed Mahmoud
Samuel Gaty
Taylor Johnson

Our year-round education and outreach programs 
are possible with generous support from:
Charles Engelhard Foundation
Community Foundation of Jackson Hole
Dupree Family Foundation
Laura Musser Fund—Next Generation
Town & County Arts for All
Teton County Lodging Tax 
United Nations Forum on Forests Secretariat
Wyoming Ag in the Classroom
Wyoming Arts Council and the National Endowment for the Arts
Wyoming Cultural Trust Fund
Wyoming Humanities Council
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MORE THAN A RUSH TO GOLD
Denver. The Mile High City. Where the endurance of the 
plains meets the inspiration of the Rockies. From mining 
town to thriving cultural icon proud of its heritage, it is 
the perfect setting for the convergence of cultural and 
educational institutions with media technologies that were 
unimaginable only a few short years ago, and the ushering 
in of new partnerships and models of discovery.

Denver boasts a history that defines the very spirit of the 
American West. The Pikes Peak Gold Rush brought over 
100,000 gold seekers to the area within two years, turning 
a modest mining camp along the banks of the North Platte 
River in the Territory of Kansas into what would become 
Denver City. Servicing local miners with gambling, saloons, 
livestock and goods, this frontier town grew to a population 
second only to San Francisco. 

As gold fever subsided along with the century, the “Queen 
City of the Plains” turned its vision to cattle and culture. 
The National Stock Grower’s Convention and National 
Western Stock Show found their genesis in time with 
establishments such as the Tabor Grand Opera House, 
that brought in internationally celebrated performers. The 
Denver Artist’s Club has grown into the world-renowned 
Denver Art Museum, with buildings designed by Gio Ponti 
and Daniel Libeskind, who were “inspired by the light 
and geology of the Rockies.” When joined by the vision 
of the Denver Museum of Nature & Science, “to create a 
community of critical thinkers who understand the lessons 
of the past and act as responsible stewards of the future,” 
the character of Denver emerges. 

Today, Denver is a high tech marvel in a landscape of 
rugged beauty and history, whose ties to the past create a 
framework for its future.

AREA INFO & LOCAL EXCURSIONS

LOCAL ATTRACTIONS
LoDo (Lower Downtown) Historic District 
Denver’s happening historic district is filled with 
turn-of-the-century warehouses, now home to 90 
brewpubs, sports bars, restaurants and rooftop cafes. Stop 
by Rockmount Ranchwear for a snap button Western shirt 
at the store where they were invented; spend and evening 
browsing the Tattered Cover Bookstore; listen to jazz at El 
Chapultepec, one of Esquire Magazine’s 50 best bars; or 
sip a handcrafted beer at the Wynkoop Brewing Company, 
Denver’s first brew pub, opened by the state’s Governor, 
John Hickenlooper!

Shopping
16th Street Mall: Lined with 200 trees and 50,000 flow-
ers, this festive, mile-long pedestrian promenade has 28 
outdoor cafes and offers Denver’s best people-watching. 
I.M. Pei designed the gray and pink granite pathway to 
resemble the pattern of a diamondback rattlesnake. Hop 
on the bus--they’re free and stop on every corner. After 
dark, horse-drawn carriages clatter up and down the Mall.  
Cherry Creek: This tree-shaded neighborhood is just two 
miles from downtown. More than 500 department stores, 
boutiques, galleries, spas, and one-of-a-kind shops grace 
this browsing paradise, the largest concentration of stores 
between St. Louis and San Francisco along with cafes, 
spas and galleries amidst fountains and public art.

Red Rocks Amphitheater and Visitors Center 
Carved from towering Red Rocks Monuments, this arena 
is one of the world’s most renowned outdoor concert 
venues and has hosted everyone from the Beatles to Bruce 
Springsteen. When there’s no concert, the visitor center 
has a museum of Rock ‘n’ Roll Hall of Fame, while the 
surrounding park has hiking trails that weave in, around 
and over the colorful red rocks. Located near Golden, 15 
miles west of DMNS.
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Clyfford Still Museum 
Clyfford Still originated the Abstract Expressionism 
movement and influenced the work of contemporaries 
such as Jackson Pollock and Mark Rothko. Few artists of 
this magnitude have left behind such a comprehensive 
and mysterious collection of work. The museum offers an 
unprecedented opportunity to view and appreciate Still’s 
extraordinary art and life. The size and significance of 
the collection, coupled with the award-winning building 
architecture makes this museum unlike any other. 
Located next to the Denver Art Museum. Closed Monday. 
www.clyffordstillmuseum.org  720.354.4880
$2 discounted admission with delegate badge; 
online use

 
code SCIENCE12

The Davinci Machines Exhibition 
On loan from the Museum of Leonardo DaVinci in Florence, 
Italy, this exhibition contains over 60 hand-crafted 
inventions built from 500 year-old designs and is the life 
work of three generations of Florentine artisans, who have 
painstakingly brought to life the creations and concepts 
devised by the brilliant scientist, inventor and artist, 
Leonardo DaVinci. Many of the machines on display are 
interactive, and the collection features replicas his major 
and most striking inventions, including the “bicycle,” 
“spring powered car,” “hang glider,” and “air screw” (a 
precursor to the helicopter). Located at the corner of 16th 
and Welton. Open daily. 
www.davinciexhibitdenver.com  303.534.1335 
$4 discounted admission with delegate badge

Museum of Contemporary Art  
MCA Denver’s 27,000-square foot, environmentally 
sustainable facility in lower downtown was designed by 
acclaimed architect David Adjaye of Adjaye Associates 
(UK). The building was designed to minimize boundaries 
between the exterior spaces of the city and the interior 
galleries of the museum. The building has five galleries on 
two floors as well as dedicated education spaces, a shop, 
library and rooftop cafe. Located at the corner of 15th and 
Delgany. Closed Monday. 
www.mcadenver.org  303.298.7554
$1 admission with delegate badge

The Wildlife Experience 
The Wildlife Experience is an educational and entertaining 
museum that connects visitors with wildlife and habitats 
in a fun learning environment. It is the first museum of its 
kind to use live-action 3D technology in an exhibit, taking 
visitors on virtual field trips around the world, to learn 
about wildlife and habitat. Located in Parker, 20 miles from 
DMNS. Closed Mondays.
www.thewildlifeexperience.org  720.488.3300
50% off with delegate badge

AREA INFO & LOCAL EXCURSIONS

Denver Art Museum
Denver’s newest downtown landmark is an architectural 
masterpiece that will change the way you experience 
art and architecture. The spectacular structure rises 
from the ground like a titanium flower next to the North 
Building, designed by Italy’s Gio Ponti. View European, 
American and Western paintings and sculpture, textiles, 
decorative arts, and the new photography gallery, or 
journey back in time through the Asian, pre-Columbian and 
Spanish Colonial galleries. www.denverartmuseum.org  
720.865.5000. Closed Mondays.
$2 discounted admission. Use code GA-CONV

The Butterfly Pavilion  
Combining science education with interactive fun to 
teach visitors about invertebrates and conservation, the 
Butterfly Pavilion’s immersive exhibits include a rainforest 
filled with 1,600 free-flying tropical butterflies and provide 
an unforgettable year-round experience. Visitors can 
get up close and personal with live animals, enjoy daily 
educational programs, explore the wonder of the outdoors 
on the nature trail and discover the newest traveling 
exhibit. Located just 15 minutes from downtown off Hwy 36 
and 104th Avenue. 
Open daily. www.butterflies.org 303.469.5441. 
Free entry with delegate badge

Denver Botanic Gardens 
This 23-acre oasis in the middle of the city has 45 different 
gardens (some 33,000 plants), as well as one of the nation’s 
top 10 conservatories. Relax in the Japanese Garden, climb 
through the Rock Alpine Garden and marvel at the Gar-
den’s 20 giant works by acclaimed British sculptor Henry 
Moore. Open daily. www.botanicgardens.org. 720.865.3500
$1 disounted admission with delegate badge 

Buffalo Bill Museum & Grave 
Buffalo Bill Cody’s exciting story as Pony Express rider, 
army scout, buffalo hunter and showman comes to life at 
this fun museum, high atop Lookout Mountain. For those 
with strong nerves, drive to the museum on the hairpin 
Lariat Loop Drive, then continue to I-70 exit 250, to see a 
live herd of buffalo. Located in Golden, approximately 15 
miles away. Open daily. www.buffalobill.org  303.526.0744
Free entry with delegate badge

Denver History Tours
Visit infamous haunted hotels and mansions or take a more 
genteel look at the art and architecture! Create your own 
experience of Denver’s storied history with a one-hour 
or two-hour personalized walking or driving tour. Each is 
unique—customized to your interests.  
www.denverhistory.com  720.234.7929
50% discount with delegate badge

We encourage you to “come early and stay late” to enjoy Denver’s unique western 
hospitality! The following local attractions have extended complimentary or discounted 
entry throughout the week:
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DMNS AT A GLANCE
The Denver Museum of Nature & Science is the Rocky 
Mountain region’s leading resource for informal science 
education. A variety of exhibitions, programs, and activities 
help Museum visitors experience the natural wonders of 
Colorado, Earth and the Universe. Your delegate badge 
gives you free access, including all public screenings in 
the Phipps IMAX Theater and Gates Fulldome Theater.

ON PERMANENT DISPLAY:
Expedition Health 
This is a highly interactive, highly personalized exhibit 
where visitors can immerse themselves in a theater 
experience that will engage all of their senses, look at 
microscopic cells from their own bodies in a laboratory, 
participate in live demonstrations and programs. The 
latest addition to this exhibit was custom-made for the 
Museum by the creator of BODY WORLDS, and features 
two whole-body plastinates—one reaching down to help 
the other climb a rock face. The Museum is the first in the 
world to permanently feature an exhibit of this kind.  

Space Odyssey  
Explore the cosmos. Visit Mars. Make your own 
discoveries! As you emerge from an entry corridor with 
views of space, a dramatic Martian canyon lies to your 
right. To your left, dust and gas swirl in giant nebulae. This 
is Space Odyssey, where the Universe is yours to
 explore—and where space news headlines are brought 
to life.

Science on a Sphere
Developed by NOAA, Science on a Sphere (SOS) is a room 
sized, global display system that uses computers and video 
projectors to display planetary data and images onto a 
6-foot diameter sphere, analogoues to a giant animated 
globe. Located in Space Odyssey.

Gems & Minerals
In Coors Mineral Hall, pass through a mine shaft into a 
Mexican silver mine, where a cavern glistens with milky 
white gypsum crystals and stalactites, then discover a 
six-foot wall of blood-red rhodochrosite crystals. In the 
historical mining section you’ll see local finds, like Tom’s 
Baby, an eight-pound nugget of crystallized gold unearthed 
in Breckenridge in 1887. You’ll also uncover hundreds of 
other dazzling specimens from around the world. 

Konovalenko Carvings
The largest collection of gem carvings outside of Moscow 
by Russian expatriate Vasily Konovalenko. Capturing 
scenes from Russian folklife, the sixteen sculptures are 
composed from an extensive palette of colorful gemstone 
materials. 

Egyptian Mummies
Two women, wrapped in linen and enclosed in painted 
coffins, hold the secrets of 3,000 years. Museum scientists 
collaborated with doctors at the University of Colorado 
Health Sciences Center to take a look inside these 
mummies using X rays and CT scans. Tomb artifacts, 
animal mummies, a model of an Egyptian temple, and 
model replicas of one of the women’s skulls round out the 
exhibition.

North American Indian Cultures
Among North America’s native peoples, the rich diversity 
in traditional and modern lifeways reflects the distinctive 
regional influences of environment and materials. Explore 
authentic reconstructed dwellings, and see beautifully 
crafted weavings, basketry, beadwork, and pottery.

Prehistoric Journey
Wander prehistoric habitats and examine ancient plants 
and dinosaur skeletons and witness the rise of mammals 
and the dawn of the human family. Observe museum 
scientists study and prepare fossils using modern 
technology to decipher the past.

AREA INFO & LOCAL EXCURSIONS
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T-REX Café & Snack Bar 
Hot entrees, with an ethnic flair, fresh salad bar and 
soups, grill, with hamburgers and other hot sandwiches, 
kids meals, pizza and calzones, vegetarian and low- carb 
options. Open 11:00 am - 2:00 pm daily on Level 1. The 
Snack Bar is open 8:30 am – 5:00 pm.

Symposium Office 
The Symposium office is located on the 3rd floor of the 
Atrium in the Harry Lewis Conference Room. The office 
will be open from 8:30 AM - 5 PM, daily.

Transportation 
Free shuttles will be provided between the Denver 
Museum of Nature & Science and the Hyatt Regency 
throughout the conference, departing each venue every 
15 minutes in the morning and evening. For those with cars, 
we strongly encourage carpooling. Not only will you be 
environmentally sensitive, that 10-minute drive is a great 
networking opportunity!

Wireless Internet 
Stay in touch while you enjoy the Symposium and the 
Denver Museum of Nature & Science! For wireless 
access for all Symposium delegates within the museum: 
DMNS Dino account: Username: Symposium  
Password: 2012

Tweet with Us! 
The Symposium will be using Twitter to keep all delegates 
up-to-date on current events, schedule changes and 
special offers. Link #jhwildlifefilm to your mobile phone to 
receive instant tweets!

Science Media Competition Screenings
In addition to the Finalist Showcase sessions on 
Wednesday and Thursday, delegates have the 
opportunity to privately view all films entered into the 
Science Media competition, through our secure on-line 
screening studio. Let us know if you need to borrow a 
computer! The log-in and password codes will be given 
to you when you check in at Registration!

Lost Items 
Please be responsible for your badges and bags. There 
is a $25 replacement fee for lost badges and a $50 
replacement fee for lost bags. Check “Lost & Found” at 
the Symposium office and hotel reception desk for any 
missing items.

GENERAL INFO
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Science plays a profound role in our daily lives in ways we can scarcely imagine, from the infinitesimal to 
the infinite. This year, to recognize the outstanding media that best illustrates the wonders of science to a 
broad audience, we have launched the inaugural Jackson Hole Science Media Awards! We are grateful to 
the insight and commitment of the Steering Committee that worked to refine the vision and strategic goals 
endorsed by the Jackson Hole Wildlife Film Festival Board of Directors in this new initiative. 

Science Media Awards Steering Committee:
Clark Bunting, President & General Manager (Retired), Discovery Channel 
David Dugan, Chairman & Co-Founder, Windfall Films 
William Grant, Chairman Emeritus, Jackson Hole Wildlife Film Festival 
Neil Harraway, Director of Production & Marketing, Natural History New Zealand 
Beth Hoppe, Vice President, PBS
Alison Leigh, Editorial Director, World Congress of Science & Factual Producers 
Jared Lipworth, Executive Producer, National Geographic Television 
Debbie Adler Myers, General Manager, Science Channel
Dave Noel, Vice President Operations & Technology, Denver Museum of Nature & Science
Sonya Pemberton, Creative Director, Genepool Productions 
Charles Poe, Vice President of Production, Smithsonian Network 
Michael Rosenfeld, Head of Television & Film, Howard Hughes Medical Institute 
Melanie Wallace, Senior Series Editor, NOVA/WGBH 
Ellen Windenmuth, Managing Director, Off the Fence Productions

2012 Jackson Hole Science Media Awards

FILM COMPETITION
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Geralyn Abinader, New York 
      Hall of Science
Allison Argo, Argofilms
Nigel Ashcroft, Green Umbrella
Kevin Atkins, Film Historian
Corwin Bell, VisionShift Studio
James Bell, CAISE
Jeanne Brown, Rocky Mountain 
      Performance Excellence
Mike Brown, Serac Adventure Films
Violet Carlon, Graphic Designer
Michael Carroll, Author & Artist
John Cavanagh, Discovery Channel
Stella Cha, The Nature Conservancy
Christine Choate, Filmmaker
Barry Clark, Telenova Productions
David Clark, David Clark, Inc.
Dianna Costello, Pixeldust Studios
Jane Crayton, University of Colorado
Greg Diefenbach, Alliant Content
Deirdre Doherty, National Geographic
Chuck Dunbar, Mammoth HD
John Dutton, John Dutton Media
Erin Espelie, Natural History Magazine
Steve Fairchild, Wildlife 
      Conservation Society
Andrew Ferrone, real D
Art Fitzsimmons, Cinematographer
Jay Glass, Ph.D. Neurobiology & 
      Psychology, Academic Medicine, 
      Hi-tech Venture Capital

PRELIMINARY & PEER JUDGES

Finalists were selected by 80 judges, who logged over 1,500 hours screening and 
ranking the 400+ category entries under consideration for recognition in the 18 
competition categories. We are deeply grateful for their commitment and insight. 

Eddie Goldstein, DMNS
Grant Graves, Cinematographer
Geoffrey Haines-Stiles, GHSPi/Passport 
      to Knowledge
David Hamilton, Filmmaker
Janet Muswell, Visual Effects Producer
Janet Hess, Thirteen/WNET
Jeff Hogan, Hoganfilms
Hilary Hudson, Filmmaker
Ian Holtum, DMNS
Joe Imholte, Science Museum 
      of Minnesota
Emre Izat, Off the Fence Productions
Sina Knoll, NDR Naturfilm/Studio 
      Hamburg
Chuck Lee, Fujinon Optical Devices
Bryan Leister, University of Colorado
Jared Lipworth, National Geographic
Thomas Macker, Photographer/Filmmaker
Michael Mavretic, National Geographic
Michael Mayhew, Ph.D., Science 
      Education Solutions
Cathy McConnell, Artemis Films
Martin Meszaros, Terra Mater 
Una Morera, DMNS
Carlos Mosqueda, DMNS
James Neihouse, Filmmaker
Rob Nelson, Untamed Science
Paul Olding, Ph.D., Filmmkaer
Karen Partridge, Filmmaker
Charles Poe, Smithsonian Networks

Paul Polechla, Ph.D., University of 
      New Mexico
Matt Popke, Denver Art Museum
Trace Reddell, Denver University
Carrie Noel Richer, Hole Dance Films
Sarah Robertson, Arctic Bear Productions
Gianna Savoie, Montana State University
Annette Scheurich, Marco Polo Film AG
Paul Sher, M.D.
Sean Solowiez, Filmmaker
Pam Stacey, Writer/Producer
Greg Stickrod, Research Scientist
James Swan, Snow Goose Productions
Takahiro Yokosuka, NHK 
Wally Ulrich, Geoscientist
Caroline Underwood, Canadian 
      Broadcasting Corp.
Cindy Van Dover, Ph.D., Duke University 
      Marine Lab
Bob Viola, Square One Systems Design
Andrew Waterworth, NHNZ
Stefanie Watkins, Editor
Pete White, Ph.D. Acoustical 
      Engineering/Filmmaker
Kristin Wilcox, Discovery Channel 
Chun-Wei Yi, Editor
Jo Young, Earth-Touch, Ltd.
Kachun Yu, Ph.D. DMNS

1-800-I-Need-a-Scientist! Connecting the entertainment industry with top scientists,
               engineers, and health professionals

           It’s like having a       
        Nobel Prize winner on  
   speed dial - a Hollywood  
hotline to the science  
community. We have over 1000 
volunteer science consultants  
in our database.

Contact us at: 310.983.1056, theexchange@nas.edu   Follow us on: @SciEntEx, www.scienceandentertainmentexchange.org 
Thanks to our sponsors including The Alfred P. Sloan Foundation, The California Endowment, Cures Now, The Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation,  

Howard Hughes Medical Institute, and Research Corporation for Scientific Advancement.
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Valentine Kass has had an eclectic career in film and television, including being one 
of the first women producer/directors at KQED in San Francisco, the first director 
of the Navy Pier IMAX Theater, and the founding director of the American 
Children’s Television Festival. During her tenure as Chicago’s Museum of Science 
and Industry director of Omnimax production and programs, she was executive 
producer of the IMAX film, Antarctica, among other award-winning projects. Kass 
recently accepted a details as acting deputy division director at the National 
Science Foundation. For the past 10 years, she has served as program 
director in the NSF Informal Science Education (ISE) program, where she 
manages the ISE media portfolio to promote the public’s engagement with science. 
She also co-chaired the NSF working group for International Polar Year (IPY). 
Numerous ISE supported programs have won prestigious awards and recognition 
such as the Peabody, Webby, Emmy, AAAS Science Journalism Award, the 
International Science Film Festival Grand Prize, Parents’ Choice Gold Medals 
as well as awards at the Jackson Hole Wildlife Film Festival and acceptance into 
Sundance. 

David Dugan is a filmmaker with a passion for science. He is chairman and
co-founder of Windfall Films, a London-based independent production company 
with an international reputation for innovation in science documentaries. Dugan 
devised and produced the BAFTA-winning series Inside Nature’s Giants that 
dissects large animals to reveal their evolutionary secrets. He has made films 
with some of the world’s leading scientists, including Jim Watson for the Emmy 
award-winning PBS series, DNA, that celebrated the 50th anniversary of the double 
helix discovery; E.O Wilson on Lord of the Ants, a NOVA film about the legendary 
evolutionary biologist; and Stephen Hawking on Reality on The Rocks, an unusual 
adventure with comic genius Ken Campbell, who tries to get to grips with A Brief 
History of Time.

Recent multi-platform productions include The Operation: Surgery Live—a week of 
live surgery on Channel Four, where viewers could Tweet questions to the surgeon;
and Foxes Live: Wild in the City—a major live event encouraging citizen science by 
building a nationwide interactive map of urban fox sightings in the UK.

For more than a decade, Alison Leigh has been editorial director of the World 
Congress of Science and Factual (TV) Producers, an annual event where television 
producers and executives join together to share experiences and ideas about the 
latest trends in science, history and other specialist factual programming. In 
addition to her long history as a television producer and executive producer, Leigh 
is a writer, script editor and co-author of the book Eight Steps to Happiness: The 
Science of Getting Happy and How it Can Work for You (based on the 2010 ABC TV 
series Making Australia Happy). She has recently co-authored a book to 
accompany the 2012 series, Making Couples Happy. Leigh’s writing credits include 
Kids, Detectives and Backyard Science, as well as Alien Underworld, an 
award-winning science documentary, and Genius of Junk, which won the 
Queensland Premier’s Literary Prize for science writing. Previously, Leigh produced 
and commissioned science television programs in Australia, and helped develop 
National Science Week, themed programming across ABC networks as part of a 
national event to promote awareness of science. Leigh is a founding member and 
past president of the Australian Science Communicators.
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William R. Grant was director of science, nature and history programs for more 
than a decade at WNET in New York, the flagship of the US public television system. 
Previously he spent 12 years at WGBH in Boston, where he was managing 
editor of Frontline, and then executive editor of NOVA. At WNET his department 
brought as many as 60 hours of programs each year to public television in the areas 
of natural history, science, history, business, travel and other topics. Grant was 
executive producer of the PBS anthology series, Secrets of the Dead, Innovation 
and Going Places, and mini-series including America on Wheels, Savage Skies, 
Savage Earth, Savage Seas, Knife to the Heart, Stephen Hawkings Universe, On the 
Trail of Mark Twain, The American President, In Search of Ancient Ireland, The Rise 
and Fall of Jim Crow, Slavery and the Making of America, African American Lives, 
Looking for Lincoln, The Ascent of Money and Black in Latin America. As executive 
in charge of production, Grant was responsible for Nature, one of public television’s 
most-watched continuing series, as well. Television programs produced under 
Grant’s supervision have won 15 National News and Documentary Emmy awards 
and nine George Foster Peabody awards. Grant served on the board of the Jackson 
Hole Wildlife Film Festival since its founding in 1991. He was board chairman from      

                                                                  2002 to 2010 and is currently Chairman Emeritus.

Richard Hutton is executive director of the Carsey-Wolf Center and adjunct 
professor in film and media studies at UC, Santa Barbara. Previously, he was 
vice president of media development for Vulcan, Inc., overseeing its feature film 
and documentary units and directing initiatives in the education, museum and 
entertainment sectors. Under Hutton’s direction, Vulcan produced the six-hour 
series This Emotional Life; Peabody award-winning Judgment Day: Intelligent 
Design on Trial; and Emmy award-winning six-part series Rx for Survival– all with 
the WGBH Science Unit. Vulcan also co-produced Strange Days on Planet Earth, 
with National Geographic; the Peabody and Grammy award-winning No Direction 
Home: Bob Dylan; and the Emmy and Grammy award-winning Martin Scorsese 
Presents The Blues. Hutton was executive producer of the Emmy-nominated PBS 
series, Evolution; the Peabody award-winning Black Sky: The Race for Space; and 
the blues concert film Lightning in a Bottle. Prior to Vulcan, Hutton was senior vice 
president of creative development at Walt Disney Imagineering, and served as vice 
president and general manager of the Disney Institute. Hutton has authored or 
co-authored nine books and medical texts, as well as articles for national 
publications.
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Earth & Environmental Sciences
Sponsored by One World One Ocean

(including geology, paleontology, energy, oceanography, weather and climate)

FLYING MONSTERS 3D
Atlantic Productions & SKY3D with 
National Geographic Entertainment

It’s an unlikely scenario: a creature the approximate size 
and shape of a modern-day giraffe with a wingspan of 45 
feet flying through the air. A figment of the imagination? 
Hardly. In Flying Monsters 3D, world-renowned naturalist 
Sir David Attenborough immerses audiences in a 
prehistoric world to witness the story of pterosaurs. These 
giant flying monsters were a mysterious group of winged 
vertebrates that ruled the skies while dinosaurs roamed 
the Earth. The story is told from a series of stunning 
environments around the world, where discoveries have 
been made that help us understand the incredible evolution 
of pterosaurs and resolve mysteries that have intrigued 
scientists for more than two centuries. An astounding find 
last year in China led to a revelation about Darwinopterus, 
a transitional pterosaur and one of the most skilled aerial 
predators. In central France, there is evidence on a beach 
where pterosaurs left vivid traces of their presence in a 
kind of preserved pterosaur runway covered in tracks that 
may have been the key to their global proliferation 100 
million years after they first evolved. The story of how and 
why these mysterious creatures took to the air is more 
fantastical than any fiction. #12202
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ORBIT: EARTH’S 
EXTRAORDINARY JOURNEY: TILT
A BBC/Discovery Channel Co-Production

The Earth’s tilt dictates almost every aspect of life on Earth, 
from the cycle of the seasons to the extraordinary weather 
events that shape the planet. In Orbit: Earth’s Extraordinary 
Journey: Tilt, Kate Humble and Dr. Helen Czerski journey 
from the spring equinox in March to June’s summer 
solstice, traveling the globe to discover how and why the 
Earth’s position in the Universe has transformed our world. 
The pair witness everything from deadly tornadoes to 
crucial monsoons to the ancient traditions of the solstice, 
and attempt to discover how all these things have been 
created by the tilt of our globe. In addition, a visit to the site 
of a huge meteor impact in Arizona offers answers to how 
the tilt was initially created 4 and half billion years ago. The 
journey ends at the Tropic of Cancer on the day when the 
Earth’s tilt has its maximum impact—the summer solstice 
and the longest day of the year. This day, like the equinox, 
the seasons and all our extreme weather, only happens 
because of the earth’s 23.4 degree tilt. #12103

SUPER SPIDER
A ZED/Nova Media production for ARTE, 
Ushuaia TV, National Geographic US, High Fidelity 
and TV5 Canada

They are said to be poisonous, evil, hairy and 
treacherous—and they live all around us. Whether from 
their physical appearance or their behavior, spiders 
suffer a bad reputation. We know little of their habits and 
we often fear them. Yet the spider is a creature of many 
powers and an endless source of amazement. Did you 
know that spiders can fly? Or that some can jump more 
than 40 times their own height, while others spit, dance 
and even live underwater? Did you also know that in a 
single square meter, you might find up to 200 of these 
eight-legged creatures?

With more than 40,000 species, the spider offers a rich 
field of study for international scientists. From the summits 
of the highest mountains to the most distant isles, they 
have conquered the entire world. They adapt, change 
and multiply, and form an essential part of the ecological 
balance. Thanks to some extraordinary filming techniques, 
this documentary leads us into the magical world of 
the spider, and provides a rare look at its incredible 
capabilities. #12013
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Life Sciences
Sponsored by Howard Hughes Medical Institute

(including biology, biodiversity, ecology, genetics and genetic engineering)

ANTZILLA
National Geographic Television

Can a group of insects morph into a single creature? They 
can when it’s a group of ants. Ant colonies are so in sync 
that some scientists call them “superorganisms”—where 
individuals act more like cells in one huge body. There are 
about 12,000 different species and each has its own recipe 
for success. South America’s bullet ants succeed by the 
sheer power to hunt and kill prey. Larger ant colonies, like 
the harvesters, have to sacrifice individualism—leaving 
reproduction to the queen. The world’s most populous 
ant, the Argentine, not only cooperates within a single 
colony but also with nests miles apart as if they are all 
from the same colony—a supercolony! New science 
explores how ants communicate, organize and make 
decisions, all in the blink of an eye. State of the art macro 
photography gets closer to these astonishing creatures 
than ever before, revealing how a million tiny brains can 
accomplish wonders by working together as one. National 
Geographic’s Antzilla reveals ants as you’ve never seen 
them before. #12125

HORIZON: PLAYING GOD
BBC

Directed by award-winning filmmaker, Matthew Dyas, 
Playing God showcases a new field of research—synthetic 
biology—with a radical aim: to break nature down into 
spare parts so that we can rebuild it however we please. 
The film focuses on a new creature created by scientists: 
the spider-goat. Host Dr. Adam Rutherford meets these 
creatures at Utah State University and attempts to discover 
how and why goat and spider DNA is mixed to create new 
animals. In addition, Adam reveals that the DNA mixing 
does not actually alter the appearance of the goat, it 
merely adds an extra protein to their milk, used to create 
stronger “web” material and silk. 

Taking this process and running with it could open doors 
for scientists and their experiments, instilling the notion 
that anything is possible in the realm of science. #12004
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LIFE FORCE: MADAGASCAR
NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corp.), NHNZ, Science 
Channel, Animal Planet and France Télévisions

Life Force is a celebration of the power of evolution. 
Fusing the genres of blue-chip natural history and cutting 
edge science documentary, the series is an exploration of 
the forces that shape life in all its unexpected glory.

A cast of ancient creatures is marooned on the island 
of Madagascar, until a strange primate arrives and 
evolutionary magic changes the fate of all inhabitants. An 
isolated island once ruled by dinosaurs is transformed into 
a species factory where evolution can flourish. Cycles of 
tumultuous geological and climatic events have forced all 
castaways on board to mutate, creating an assemblage 
of the most amazing creatures on Earth. Madagascar is a 
story of survival...against all odds. #12128

PRIMEVAL NEW ZEALAND
NHNZ with NHK, Television New Zealand and 
New Zealand on Air

New Zealand is a country known for its unique and 
extreme qualities, a reputation that has been centuries 
in the making. Primeval New Zealand aims to reveal, 
through the use of science and technology, how accidental 
arrivals, tectonic upheavals, extreme weather changes, 
extinctions and odd evolutions have led to the extensive 
network of creatures that thrive here today. Join actor 
Peter Elliott as he traces the history of the iconic New 
Zealand mascot, the kiwi, and discovers how this isolated 
South Pacific country became a breeding ground for the 
weird and wonderful. With remarkable footage of strange 
inhabitants and wild lands in locations from the far north 
to the sub-Antarctic islands, Primeval New Zealand sheds 
light on the extreme biodiversity of the landscape as well 
as the creatures that have come to call this place home. 
Using state of the art 3D modeling and computer graphics, 
extinct creatures are brought back to life, providing a rare 
insight into the unique habits and lifestyles of creatures 
from the past. #12032
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Medical Sciences
Sponsored by Science Channel

(including clinical science, epidemiology, pharmacology and stem cell research)

IMMORTAL
December Films & Pemberton Films

Astonishingly, science has uncovered the key to unlimited 
life—and a secret of endless youth. An Australian-born 
scientist co-discovered an “immortalizing” enzyme, a 
chemical catalyst that can keep cells young, forever. 
In 2009, this discovery was awarded the Nobel Prize 
for Medicine. But this is no simple “cure” for aging 
because the same enzyme that fuels endless youth also 
fuels cancer. Immortal reveals the inner workings of 
this biological paradox and its remarkable impact on 
aging, stress, disease and cancer—featuring Nobel 
Prize winners and experts in aging, personal stories and 
provocative old films.

Five years in the making, Immortal  is written and directed 
by Sonya Pemberton, one of Australia’s leading science 
documentary writers, directors and executive producers. 
She was awarded the 2011 Health Journalist of the Year 
by the National Press Club. It was produced by Tony 
Wright of December Media, an award-winning and 
highly-experienced producer in documentary, drama 
and children’s TV. With Immortal, Pemberton and Wright 
continue their successful collaboration, which started 
in 2009 with the highly-regarded science documentary, 
Catching Cancer. #12234
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NOVA: SEPARATING TWINS
Presented by electricsky.com, A WTFN 
production for NOVA

Conjoined twins, Trishna and Krishna, were born 
connected at the head, and were abandoned at an 
orphanage in Bangladesh. They had little chance for 
survival until an aid worker brought them to Australia for 
a series of operations that would prepare them for the 
ultimate challenge: a marathon separation surgery that 
would allow them to live truly separate lives. Surgeons 
knew there was no guarantee of survival for either 
girl—but without surgery there was no hope at all. With 
exclusive access to this extraordinary human and medical 
drama, we see the girls’ individual personalities emerge 
as outgoing, energetic and playful children who face 
their medical challenges with amazing resilience and 
grace. The film balances the exhaustive cycle of surgery 
and recovery with heart-warming scenes of birthday 
celebrations and developmental milestones as our 
cameras capture Trishna and Krishna and their caregivers 
at each moment of their journey. #12062

SURVIVING :) THE TEENAGE BRAIN
Merit Motion Pictures

In the past, when we put the words “selfish, reckless, 
irrational, irritable and impossible” together we could only 
be describing one thing: the teenager—that odd creature 
that invades our homes for what seems like an eternity and 
tests the limits of our reasoning skills and patience.

But what if teenagers are doing exactly as nature 
intended? Join National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) 
neurologist, Dr. Jay Giedd, Cambridge evolutionary 
biologist, Dr. David Bainbridge, adolescent mental health 
expert, Dr. Stan Kutcher, biological anthropologist, Dr. 
Helen Fisher and innovation and technology expert, Don 
Tapscott, as they attempt to tap into the turbulent minds 
of adolescent youth. Their new theories help explain why 
teens do what they do, and why the teenage years are so 
important to the survival of our species.

Created by award-winning team, Merit Motion Pictures 
and Elise Swerhone, Surviving:) The Teenage Brain sheds 
new light on a perspective that could change the way we 
school, parent and motivate these perpetually transitional 
Homo sapiens. #12057
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Physical Sciences
Sponsored by The Nature Conservancy

(including astronomy, cosmology, physics, chemistry and nanotechnology)

THE FABRIC OF THE COSMOS WITH 
BRIAN GREENE: WHAT IS SPACE?
A NOVA Production by 32-12 Media, with 
ARTE France and National Geographic Channel

In The Fabric of the Cosmos, a four-hour NOVA special 
series, acclaimed physicist and host, Brian Greene, takes 
viewers on a mind-bending reality check on a journey to 
the frontiers of physics to see how scientists are piecing 
together the most complete picture yet of space, time 
and the universe. With each step, audiences discover 
that just beneath the surface of our everyday experience 
lies a world we’d hardly recognize—a startling world far 
stranger and more wondrous than anyone expected. 

Space. It is everywhere in the universe. To most of us, 
space is nothing; an empty void. But, it is not what it 
seems. Brian Greene reveals space as a dynamic fabric 
that can stretch, twist, warp and ripple under the influence 
of gravity. This episode serves up a visually compelling 
and entertaining exploration of space—interweaving 
provocative theories, experiments and stories with crystal 
clear explanations and imaginative metaphors, as well as 
state-of-the-art computer graphics. #12281A
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WONDERS OF THE UNIVERSE: 
CHILDREN OF THE STARS 
BBC and Science Channel

Professor Brian Cox answers questions of our own 
existence by explaining the simple truths of the 
Universe. The building blocks of everything on planet 
Earth - including ourselves - can be found in the hearts 
of stars thousands of light years away. Using stunning 
cinematography and cutting edge CGI, Cox explains how 
the trillions of atoms that make up each of us link together 
to tell the story of the origin of the Universe. This is the 
story of matter—the substance that makes up everyone 
and everything in the Universe. When you die, all those 
pieces will return to the universe in the endless cycle of 
death and rebirth. Cox explains how this journey from birth 
to death must inevitably lead to the destruction, not just 
of our planet, but of the entire Universe. Yet, without this 
progression toward the end of time, the Universe would be 
without what is perhaps the greatest wonder of all—the 
briefest moment in which life can exist. #12016

CURIOSITY: DID GOD 
CREATE THE UNIVERSE 
Darlow Smithson and Discovery Channel

Stephen Hawking unfolds his personal, compelling vision 
of the biggest question of all: who—or what—created the 
Universe in which we live?

The ground-breaking series, Into the Universe with Stephen 
Hawking, combined cutting edge CGI with Hawking’s 
witty, distinctive and incisive worldview. Now, we take the 
journey a step further, as physics and cosmology become 
tools to answer questions that philosophers have struggled 
with for thousands of years. #12084
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Technological Sciences

Sponsored by Discovery Channel

(including robotics, computer & IT, artificial intelligence, mechanical engineering and 
systems engineering)

CONCORDE: FLYING SUPERSONIC 
Darlow Smithson and Smithsonian Channel

Ten years after the crash that led to the demise of the 
Concorde, the world’s first and last supersonic passenger 
jet, Smithsonian Channel investigates the rise and fall of 
the iconic airplane. Concorde: Flying Supersonic takes a 
look at the defining moments in the Concorde’s history and 
reveals the untold story behind the devastating July 25, 
2000 crash of Air France Flight 4590. From the moment it 
reached for the skies in 1969, the Concorde was instantly 
iconic. Capable of traveling faster than a speeding bullet on 
the very edge of space, it flew across the Atlantic in three 
and a half hours. Outperforming military jets, passengers 
didn’t have to wear oxygen masks and pressure suits. 
Instead, they sipped champagne and nibbled canapés. 

The film explores its revolutionary milestones, from the 
Anglo-French contract to build the plane and the key 
design challenges that were overcome by the best and 
brightest engineers, to the failure to sell the Concorde 
when the world of aviation abandoned speed for the newly 
released Jumbo 747. 

To this day, arguments still rage about what caused the 
crash that helped seal the Concorde’s fate. What really 
destroyed the most ambitious dream in aviation history? 
#12077

FROM WATERWHEELS 
TO MEGAJETS
Lion Television/All3Media with Words Make 
Pictures for National Geographic Channel

In this episode, Josh Klein investigates the back story 
of one of the world’s largest and most complex aircraft, 
the Boeing 777. What’s the key to building 120 of these 
technological giants every year? His journey begins 
in medieval Europe, where the innovative power of 
waterwheels turned monasteries into early factories. 
The ensuing wealth that flowed into the church spurred 
a gothic cathedral-building craze. Then, automating 
cathedral bell ringing led to the invention of the 
mechanical clock, enabling working hours to be controlled. 
This brought increased productivity and expanded global 
trade, with city states like Venice at the heart of it. From 
here a new type of lightweight, quick-to-build boat was 
developed. With the growth in shipping came a rise in 
shipwrecks. So off-shore lighthouses were built to protect 
shipping, and that triggered the invention of waterproof 
cement. The builders of the Erie Canal borrowed 
this technology, and the new waterway led to the 
industrialization of Detroit. And it was in Detroit that Henry 
Ford created the Model T, built using a moving production 
line. The Model T’s production line technology was key to 
building one of the world’s most complex aircrafts—the 
Boeing 777. But the story doesn’t end there. Josh discovers 
that the production line was also adopted by White Castle, 
a new burger chain in the 1920s, to speed up their food 
production. Fast food was born. #12212
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MAKING STUFF: SMARTER
A NOVA Production by Powderhouse 
Productions for WGBH

Spider silk stronger than steel; plastics made of sugar that 
dissolve in landfills; smart pills and micro-robots that zap 
diseases. What will the future bring, and what will it be 
made of? Making Stuff  takes viewers on a thrilling tour 
of the material world and presents dramatic stories about 
how the field of materials science has changed history and 
is shaping the future. Each episode—Stronger, Smaller, 
Cleaner and Smarter—gives viewers a look at innovations 
that are ushering in a new generation of materials. Almost 
everything around you—the clothes you wear, the dishes 
you eat from, the computer you use, the bike you ride or 
the car you drive—is made of stuff. Throughout history, 
humans have manipulated the world’s raw elements. 
Today, scientists are creating new materials that are 
stronger, smaller, cleaner and smarter than ever. Hosted by 
New York Times technology columnist and Emmy Award–
winning CBS News correspondent, David Pogue. #12061

TITANIC AT 100: MYSTERY SOLVED
Lone Wolf Documentary Group

At the 100th year anniversary of the ship’s sinking, 
HISTORY presents Titanic at 100: Mystery Solved, an 
unprecedented look into the science and investigation to 
finally help solve a century-old puzzle. In the 25 years since 
the infamous wreck of the Titanic was located, no one 
had ever attempted to explore and map the entire site—
nearly half the area remained unseen and unknown and 
significant portions of the ship, which could reveal how it 
broke, were missing. Now, after 100 years, every inch of 
the entire site is finally known, and every piece of the ship 
documented exactly where it landed on the ocean floor a 
century ago. 

With the partnership of RMS Titanic, Inc., Woods 
Hole Oceanographic Institution’s Advanced Imaging 
& Visualization Laboratory, and the Waitt Institute of 
Discovery along with the newest in self-controlled and 
remote-controlled robots and 2-D and 3-D cameras, 
the expedition’s participants generated a map, which 
recreated the otherwise never-before-seen middle 
section of the ship, therefore determining exactly how the 
structure of the ship failed and fell apart. #12243
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Human & Social Sciences
Sponsored by the Center for the Advancement of Informal Science Education (CAISE)

(including psychology, anthropology, sociology, forensic science, social culture and history)

BONES OF TURKANA
National Geographic Television

Bones of Turkana, follows Richard Leakey’s astonishing life 
and investigates four decades of exploration and discovery 
in Africa, alongside wife Meave and daughter Louise, both 
paleontologists and National Geographic explorers-in-
residence. The film is both a portrait of a remarkable 
family and a dramatic tale that spotlights the new work 
being done today by world-famous fossil hunters of the 
Turkana Basin Institute team—as they explore along the 
harsh, arid shores of one of Earth’s largest desert lakes. 
It’s a setting so stark, it’s hard to imagine we ever called it 
home. But the fossil evidence says we did. The Leakeys’ 
major finds are critical to understanding our oldest human 
ancestors—including a famous fossil called “Turkana 
Boy,” a 1.5 million year old skeleton of a teenager from a 
species called Homo erectus (the most complete specimen 
ever found of our closest ancestor); Homo habilis, or 
“handy man,” who was using tools 1.9 million years 
ago; and Meave Leakey’s discovery of Australopithecus 
anamensis, the earliest biped ever found and one of their 
most remarkable finds. The Leakeys seek to show how 
the qualities that we proudly call human were all born 
in Africa. The story that emerges is exciting, emotional, 
contemplative, and in the end, transforming—guiding us 
through the most formative of all landscapes in a search 
for the traits that make us human. #12119
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The Center for Advancement of Informal Science Education 
(CAISE) supports and strengthens the informal STEM learning 
field by leveraging the National Science Foundation’s invest-
ments in media, science centers and museums, out of school 
time and citizen science programs, and cyberlearning and 
gaming projects. CAISE facilitates connections and interac-
tions among these ISE sectors and NSF, integrates professional 
development web infrastructure and generates and dissemi-
nates resources for informal STEM learning professionals. 

ca
ise

CHINA’S GHOST ARMY
A NHNZ & Shaanxi TV Production for 
National Geographic Channel with 
Thirteen/WNET

Nothing like China’s Terracotta Warriors was ever created 
before them, and nothing quite like them has been created 
since. For years, experts have attempted to resolve an 
enduring enigma about one of archaeology’s greatest 
discoveries. Now, with the help of 21st century technology, 
the once mighty army with its life-size warriors will rise 
from the dust of two millennia. Get a rare glimpse of 
what the original army looked like as scientists discover 
how ancient artisans created colors not found in the 
natural world. Join the expert team as they delve into the 
mysteries of the creation of this massive 8,000 figure army 
and the meticulous work that went into their production 
2,000 years ago. Combining science, art and the wonders 
of history, China’s Ghost Army delves into one of mankind’s 
most fascinating riddles and attempts to reveal the newest 
discoveries surrounding this ancient mystery. #12033

THE GRAMMAR OF HAPPINESS
Essential Media and Entertainment and 
Smithsonian Channel

A language that can be spoken, hummed, or whistled? 
A language with no unique words for color or numbers? 
Linguistics professor Daniel Everett claims that the unique 
language of the Pirahã people of the Amazon is exactly 
that. Inspired by the Pirahã’s steadfast beliefs that life 
should be lived in the present and that spiritual claims must 
be proven to be correct, Everett threw off his missionary 
religious cloth to become a crusading and controversial 
academic. He re-invented himself as a linguist, grabbing 
headlines by challenging Noam Chomsky’s theory of 
universal grammar – the idea that there’s a genetic 
foundation for all human language. In The Grammar of 
Happiness, scientists from MIT design a computer analysis 
program to test Everett’s theory in hopes of proving 
once and for all who is right: the legend or the maverick. 
Find out how the Pirahã’s way of life and unique form of 
communication profoundly changed Everett, and inspired 
a theory that could undermine the most powerful theory (or 
theorist) of linguistics. #12096 / #12050
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Theatrical

Sponsored by Fujinon Optical Devices 

Awarded to the most compelling dramatic program that includes a scientific subject as the 
central component of its storyline. 

TO THE ARCTIC 3D
Warner Bros. Pictures, IMAX Filmed Entertainment 
and MacGillivray Freeman Films

Directed by Academy Award-nominated director, Greg 
MacGillivray, in association with Warner Bros. and IMAX 
Filmed Entertainment, To The Arctic takes audiences on 
a never-before-experienced journey into the lives of a 
mother polar bear and her seven-month-old twin cubs as 
they navigate the changing Arctic wilderness they call 
home. Captivating and intimate footage brings moviegoers 
up close and personal with this family’s struggle to survive 
in the harshest place on earth—a land of melting ice, 
immense glaciers and spectacular waterfalls.

Narrated by Oscar® winner Meryl Streep and 
accompanied by the music of Paul McCartney, the film 
showcases the drastic wilderness of the Arctic and calls 
on all people to understand its beauty and relevance to our 
entire global environment. On the grandest of scales, the 
Arctic and the creatures that survive there are presented 
in all their glory, demanding the respect and awe that they 
truly deserve. #12189
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UNDISCOVERED WORLDS: 
THE SEARCH BEYOND OUR SUN
Charles Hayden Planetarium at the Museum of 
Science, Boston

Humans have long imagined exotic and intriguing worlds 
beyond our solar system. However, in recent years, 
science fiction has become science fact. With the creation 
of better telescopes and the improvement of detection 
techniques, we have discovered that our Sun is not the 
only star with orbiting planets. Since the discovery of the 
first exoplanet in 1995, astronomers have discovered 
hundreds more orbiting stars in our galaxy and beyond. In 
the Charles Hayden Planetarium’s, Undiscovered Worlds: 
The Search Beyond Our Sun, the audience goes along for 
the ride in the search for life outside of our planet Earth. Fly 
into the atmosphere of exoplanet CoRoT-7b, check out the 
planetary system of Gliese 581 and get a flyby of 51 Pegasi, 
a star 100 times the size of Earth—as you discover what 
factors are necessary to support life and how close these 
other planetary systems are to achieving it. #12198

HIDDEN BEAUTY
Blacklight Films

Hidden Beauty weaves together the stories of four 
pollinators – a bat, hummingbird, butterfly and bee
– and reveals the extraordinary importance of their 
relationship with flowers, and ultimately to humankind. The 
film reveals many hidden worlds of intrigue and drama, 
beauty and violence, that continually play out around us, 
but that we seldom notice. Peering into these diminutive 
realms using special cinematic techniques, we discover 
the boundless diversity and creativity of the forces of life 
on Earth, often taking the point of view of our characters 
as they fly in search of food, poke their way into flower 
blossoms, avoid predators, spread the reproductive 
products of flowers and return home. Hidden Beauty brings 
into sharp focus the momentous and global impact of 
flowers and their pollinator partners which are essential 
in the production of more than three-fourths of the staple 
crop plants that people eat. In the end, we’ll come to 
understand that pollinators are in danger, and that if we 
don’t take action to protect them, so are we.  #12207
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Series or Limited Series

Sponsored by Terra Mater Factual Studios

Awarded to the thematically unified mini-series or ongoing multi-season series that most 
effectively communicates science and scientific principles. Series of any length may enter.

AUSTRALIA: THE TIME 
TRAVELLER’S GUIDE
Essential Media and Entertainment

People all over the world dream of jumping in a car and 
heading into the Australian Outback. Myriad reasons draw 
the beauty of the landscapes, encounters with unique 
wildlife, interesting characters and the sense of adventure 
and achievement that comes from driving around the 
world’s largest island. Dusted across this island continent, 
as old as the oldest hills, is the history of Earth—every 
crucial chapter in the evolution of the planet can be 
read in the rocks, landscapes and life forms of the Great 
South Land. Over four one-hour episodes in Australia: The 
Time Traveller’s Guide, meet titanic dinosaurs and giant 
kangaroos, sea monsters and prehistoric crustaceans, 
disappearing mountains and exploding asteroids. Join host 
Dr. Richard Smith for the ultimate Outback road trip: an 
exploration of the history of the planet as seen through the 
mind-altering window of the Australian continent. #12048
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VISUAL EXCELLENCE
INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY
AMAZING STORYTELLING

www.terramater.com

jacksonhole_inserat   1 02.08.12   11:04

NOVA: THE FABRIC OF THE 
COSMOS WITH BRIAN GREENE
A NOVA Production by 32-12 Media, The Film Posse, 
Spine Films, and Lone Wolf Documentary Group, 
with ARTE France and National Geographic Channel

As host of NOVA’s The Fabric of the Cosmos, acclaimed 
physicist and author, Brian Greene, takes viewers to the 
frontiers of physics to present the most complete picture 
yet of space, time and the Universe. In What Is Space?, The 
Illusion of Time, Quantum Leap, and Universe or Multiverse?, 
Greene reveals that much of what we thought we knew 
about our Universe just might be wrong. Serving up one of 
the most visually compelling and entertaining presentations 
of modern physics, this series interweaves provocative 
theories, scientific experiments and stories of discovery with 
crystal clear explanations and imaginative metaphors, as 
well as state-of-the-art computer graphics. Senior Executive 
Producer, Paula Apsell, commented, “Our viewers love 
ideas—the bigger the better. And, in our new series, we’ll 
take our viewers to places they’ve never been, to see things 
that are literally out of this world.” #12154

THROUGH THE WORMHOLE 
WITH MORGAN FREEMAN
The Incubator, Revelations Entertainment and 
Science Channel

Each episode of Through the Wormhole with Morgan 
Freeman poses a new question that spans space, 
science and the unknown. This breakthrough series 
shatters the walls of conventional television, connecting 
the world of deep science with the beauty and wonder 
of the human mind with your guide, Morgan Freeman. 
Combining stunning visuals with innovative scientific 
research, Freeman examines the astonishing theories 
of world-leading experts at the forefront of mankind’s 
search for truth. Is There Life after Death? Can quantum 
mechanics provide the answer to what happens after 
we die? Can We Live Forever? Will cutting edge science 
find a way to allow us to achieve immortality? Is There a 
Sixth Sense? Does research provide a scientific basis for 
predicting the future? Is There an Edge to the Universe? 
Does another universe lie next to ours?Through the 
Wormhole with Morgan Freeman  dares to ask the most 
profound questions of our existence, challenging us to 
imagine the limits of scientific possibility. #12015
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Short

Sponsored by Wyoming Film Office

Awarded to the short program, 15 minutes or less in length, that best communicates a 
scientific subject to a general audience.

COCORAHS PRESENTS: 
THE WATER CYCLE
Community Collaborative Rain, Hail & Snow 
Network and Noah Besser

CoCoRaHS, Community Collaborative Rain, Hail and 
Snow Network, is a unique, non-profit, community-based 
network of volunteers of all ages and backgrounds working 
together to measure and map precipitation. The CoCoRaHS 
network was created by CSU state climatologist, Nolan 
Doesken, after a devastating 1997 flood in Fort Collins to 
help scientists track major differences in precipitation 
within a community or even within one block. The 
information assists meteorologists and scientists 
nationwide by gathering accurate data on precipitation. In 
an effort to recruit and attract a younger and more diverse 
audience, CoCoRaHS has begun a series of weather and 
climate related educational animations. The first in the 
series, The Water Cycle, has an overall goal of increasing 
the “climate literacy” of volunteers and spreading 
awareness on the efficient use of water. #12115

MONSTERS OF THE DEEP
nWave Pictures Distribution

If you think that the great white shark is the scariest 
creature in the sea, you are in for a serious reality 
check! In Monsters of the Deep, strap on your scuba 
gear and prepare to swim with some of the most massive 
sea monsters that have roamed the seas since time 
immemorial. Of course, not all of the creatures are 
terrifying. An elegant green turtle, whose ancestors 
date back 75 million years, guides you through several 
geological periods for an up close and personal encounter 
with more than 20 genuine sea monsters in astounding 3D. 
#12086
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THE MAKING OF THE FITTEST: 
THE BIRTH AND DEATH OF GENES
Howard Hughes Medical Institute and 
Holt Productions, LLC

In the 1920s, Norwegian Antarctic explorers discovered 
a strange fact about fish in the sub-zero degree waters: 
they appeared to be bloodless. These icefish have evolved, 
adaptating to thrive in the icy, but food-rich environment 
of the Antarctic. The discovery of the Antarctic icefish 
has provided a stunning example of evolution in which 
mutations generate new genes with novel functions, 
and old genes that are no longer advantageous are lost. 
Researchers Bill Detrich, Christina Cheng and Art DeVries 
have pinpointed the genetic changes that made it possible 
for icefish species that lost their hemoglobin genes to 
survive without hemoglobin and red blood cells. The same 
species also gained a gene that produces an antifreeze 
protein, which prevents the fish from freezing in the 
ice-cold ocean. #12215

THE MAKING OF THE FITTEST: 
NATURAL SELECTION IN HUMANS
Howard Hughes Medical Institute and 
Holt Productions, LLC

In some parts of the world, there is an intimate connection 
between the infectious parasitic disease malaria and the 
genetic disease sickle cell anemia. A keenly observant 
young man named Tony Allison, working in East Africa in 
the 1950s, first noticed the connection and assembled the 
pieces of the puzzle. His discovery stands as the first and 
one of the best understood examples of natural selection in 
humans, where the selective agent, adaptive mutation and 
critical molecules were all identified. 

The protection against malaria by the sickle-cell mutation 
shows how evolution does not necessarily result in the 
best solution imaginable, but proceeds by whatever means 
are available. #12216
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Immersive Cinema — 3D

Sponsored by National Geographic Television

Awarded to the 3D program that best uses its technology and resources to advance 
an appreciation or understanding of a scientific discipline, discovery or principle. 

SPACE JUNK 3D
Melrae Pictures and Red Barn Productions

50 years after launching our dreams into space, we’re 
left with a troubling legacy: a growing ring of debris that 
threatens the safety of Earth’s orbits. Space Junk is a 
visually explosive journey that weighs the solutions aimed 
at restoring our planet’s orbits. Narrated by Academy 
Award® nominated, Tom Wilkinson, Space Junk features 
original 4K animations, scientific visualizations and IMAX 
3D live action footage. Space Junk provides breathtaking 
visuals to tell a story never told on the large/giant screen 
before. Join us as foremost expert, Don Kessler, the 
“Father of Space Junk,” guides us through the challenges 
we face in protecting orbits and forging a new age of 
space discovery. School-age children and adults alike 
are captivated by the story and the potential clean-up 
concepts. #12002
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Finalists in the Immersive 
Cinema — 3D category are 
screened daily in the Phipps 
IMAX theater. Please check the 
schedule for showtimes.
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Wherever science is at the edge,
National Geographic is there,
making it happen and telling the world.

TO THE ARCTIC 3D
Warner Bros. Pictures, IMAX Filmed Entertainment 
and MacGillivray Freeman Films

An extraordinary journey to the top of the world as few 
people have ever seen it, To The Arctic tells a compelling 
tale of survival with global implications. Through the 
power of IMAX, audiences are transported to one of the 
most remote and spectacularly beautiful places in the 
world to experience an emotional story of love, family and 
hope. Filmed entirely in 15/70 mm with spectacular shots 
designed to take full advantage of the IMAX 3D format, 
To The Arctic brings moviegoers upclose and personal 
with a polar bear family’s struggle in a frigid environment 
of melting ice, immense glaciers, spectacular waterfalls 
and majestic snow-bound peaks. Directed by two-time 
Academy award-nominated filmmaker, Greg MacGillivray, 
this giant screen film brings the Arctic to us. #12189

TORNADO ALLEY 3D
Graphic Films and Giant Screen Films

Traversing the “severe weather capital of the world,” 
Tornado Alley documents two unprecedented missions 
seeking to encounter one of Earth’s most awe-inspiring 
events—the birth of a tornado.  Filmmaker Sean Casey’s 
personal quest to capture the birth of a tornado with a 
70mm camera takes viewers on a breathtaking journey into 
the heart of the storm.  A team of equally-driven scientists, 
the VORTEX 2 researchers, experience the relentless 
strength of nature’s elemental forces as they literally 
surround tornadoes and the supercell storms that form 
them, gathering the most comprehensive severe weather 
data ever collected.  This science adventure reveals 
the beauty and the power of some of our planet’s most 
extreme—and least understood—weather phenomena.
#12218
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Immersive Cinema — Fulldome

Sponsored by Global Immersion

Awarded to the program created for distribution in a fulldome theater environment that best uses its 
technology and resources to advance an appreciation or understanding of a scientific discipline, 
discovery or principle. 

CELL! CELL! CELL!
NSC Creative and INTECH Science Centre 
and Planetarium

Cell! Cell! Cell! is an immersive adventure into the world of 
the cell. It seeks to unravel the mystery of DNA and how 
the trillions of cells that comprise us all work together. 
Eschewing the traditional narrator-led style common in 
many fulldome films, the guides are Raj and Sooki, stylized 
computer generated characters. Sooki is a young girl with 
attitude and a passion for roller skating, and Raj is a young 
man working in a shop of scientific curiosities who really, 
really likes cells. Via a series of unlikely contraptions 
such as zoom-a-scopes and cell-o-trons, viewers—along 
with the characters—are transported inside Sooki’s eye 
beginning a journey down to the cellular level and beyond. 

The project set out to use the fulldome format, traditionally 
reserved for the very large scale science of astronomy, in 
a unique way and explore the inner universe of the human 
body. With input from UK scientists at The Wellcome 
Trust Centre for Human Genetics the production and 
science centre team crafted a scientifically accurate but 
accessible narrative aimed to appeal to a broad family 
audience and school groups. #12144
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Finalists in the Immersive 
Cinema — Fulldome category 
are screened daily in the Gates 
Fulldome theater. Please check 
the schedule for showtimes.
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DYNAMIC EARTH: EXPLORING 
EARTH’S CLIMATE ENGINE
Spitz Creative Media, the Advanced Visualization 
Lab at the National Center for Supercomputing 
Applications (University of Illinois), NASA’s Scientific 
Visualization Studio, Thomas Lucas Productions and 
Denver Museum of Nature & Science

Dynamic Earth, the result of a two-year collaboration, is 
an immersive fulldome program that explores the inner 
workings of Earth’s climate engine. With visualizations 
based on satellite monitoring data and advanced 
supercomputer simulations, this cutting-edge production 
follows a trail of energy that flows from the sun into 
the interlocking systems that shape our climate: the 
atmosphere, oceans and the biosphere. Audiences ride 
along on swirling ocean and wind currents, dive into 
the heart of a monster hurricane, come face-to-face 
with sharks and gigantic whales and fly into volcanoes. 
Narrated by Academy award-nominated actor Liam 
Neeson. #12023

UNDISCOVERED WORLDS: 
THE SEARCH BEYOND OUR SUN
Charles Hayden Planetarium at the Museum of 
Science, Boston

Our journey begins on a starlit beach. But, the coming 
dawn reveals that this is no ordinary beach—a world 
with unfamiliar plant life, landscapes and an alien sky. 
Are Earth-like planets like this common or unique in our 
Universe? In Undiscovered Worlds: The Search Beyond 
Our Sun, sit back in awe as the Universe unfolds in front 
of you. The Boston Planetarium uses a new star simulator, 
the Zeiss Starmaster, to transport audiences to other 
planetary systems that most resemble Earth, in an attempt 
to discover how close these other stars and exoplanets are 
to sustaining human-like life. With information garnered by 
the Kepler Telescope, the film takes us on a whirlwind tour 
of the skies, reminding us that our own human existence 
is just one tiny grain on the beach of the cosmic sea. The 
Universe is incredibly old and large, and humans have 
been around for a very short time. However, during that 
time, we have made extraordinary discoveries, and there 
are many more to come. #12198
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Institutional Media Installation

Sponsored by Denver Museum of Nature & Science

Awarded to the institution-based media installation that most effectively fulfills its mission and 
advances an appreciation for scientific discovery, principles or a particular area of study. This 
includes projects that were created for site specific installation and display in museums, science 
centers and other institutions.

DAILY PLANET 
MEDIA INSTALLATION
batwin + robin productions & North Carolina 
Museum of Natural Sciences—Nature Research Center

The groundbreaking new wing of the North Carolina 
Museum of Natural Sciences, the Nature Research Center, 
opened to the public in April, 2012—bringing science to 
the forefront of downtown Raleigh’s cultural institutions. 
With working laboratories, state-of-the-art media and 
technology, and ambitious outreach programs—the NRC is 
a global hub that connects researchers and citizens across 
the world to address the issues our planet is facing.

The breathtaking centerpiece of the NRC is the Daily 
Planet, an immersive, three-story spherical theater, for 
which batwin + robin created 50 ambient video stories 
on subjects ranging from Mars to microbes. b + r crafted 
these stand-alone visual vignettes that are in turn poetic, 
fun and informative—combining gorgeous imagery 
shot by local cinematographers, innovative animation, 
graphic design and evocative sound design to produce an 
enveloping visceral journey through the world of natural 
science. The Daily Planet uses a custom-engineered AV 
system, as well as theatrical lighting and a surround sound 
system to inspire visitors to not just explore the NRC, but 
to become active citizen scientists—and to look at nature 
and science in a new way. #12134

THE CHANGING CLIMATE SHOW
Science North

The Changing Climate Show is an object theater reflecting 
the great changes in public understanding of climate 
change. Join a cast of animated sheep from around the 
globe, led by our narrator, Sheepie, voiced by Rick Mercer. 
The sheeps’ worldwide tool, Fleece-net, allows them to 
share concerns, ideas and solutions that can be adapted to 
their local context. The focus is not about whether climate 
change is happening, but how we must adapt. It is about 
the positive steps we can take to minimize our impact. The 
topic is timely, the experience is fun and the technological 
effects are stunning.

Since 1984, Science North has created experiences 
for educational and entertainment venues worldwide 
with a team that includes highly-trained, passionate 
scientists who specialize in informal learning and science 
communication. #12114
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LOOP
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center and Honeywell

Things exist; they get knocked out of balance; they try 
to regain balance. An eternal backdrop for each of us, 
nature becomes the ultimate reflecting surface, a mirror 
for considering life’s great opportunities and challenges.  
LOOP presents a metaphoric shadow play about how life 
endures. In the endless pursuit of balance, we discover 
the principle of circulation. The film presents the Earth 
through data visualization, but that’s just a place to start. A 
blend of real-world imagery and CGI, designed exclusively 
for spherical screens, LOOP artfully presents scientific 
messages with narrative propulsion. Videography was 
done either on miniature sets or in carefully composed 
real-world settings. The magnification of small scale 
phenomena such as ice melting or vapor rising helps shine 
a light on things we experience every day, but don’t usually 
notice; therein lies the soul of beauty. The concept of 
equilibrium becomes a navigational star, a reference point 
for observing the natural world, and a metaphor for finding 
a path over uneven terrain. #12039

SCIENTISTS’ STORIES
Flacafilms & Children’s Discovery Museum 
of San Jose

Children’s Discovery Museum of San Jose (CDM) is an 
innovator in the children’s museum field. Each year CDM 
hosts 350,000 visitors from around the Bay Area and the 
world.
 
The Mammoth Discovery! project was created to 
engage children and families in understanding fossil 
evidence through a process of discovery, exploration and 
storytelling. The goal of Scientists’ Stories is to answer 
questions that children ask about fossil finds like the 
mammoth bones discovered in San Jose. Scientists’ 
Stories shed light on the range of answers that scientists 
provide based upon the perspective of their discipline. 
By exploring the videos, children and families learn more 
about the nature of scientific discourse.

 The Children’s Discovery Museum worked with producer/
director Tricia Creason-Valencia and Flacafilms, a 
documentary video production company based in the 
San Francisco Bay Area that specializes in producing 
social issue documentaries and collaborating with artists 
and museums in creating interactive video installations. 
#12209
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Interactive & New Media

Sponsored by Scientific American

Awarded to the project that best integrates the interactive potential of digital media to raise 
awareness and understanding of science and scientific principles by non-traditional 
distribution methods through web-based, mobile and downloaded personal media technology 
(including apps, games, social media and websites).

COLOR UNCOVERED
Exploratorium

How is Monet like a honeybee? What color is a whisper? 
Why is it so hard to find your car in a lamp-lit parking lot?
 
The Color Uncovered iPad app features a wide spectrum 
of color-related topics to explore through activities, videos 
and articles. Learn why friends shouldn’t let men buy 
bananas. Colorize a photo using only your eyes. Discover 
why you shouldn’t let your dog drive—beyond the obvious 
reason. In keeping with the Exploratorium’s hands-on 
spirit, the app also includes experiments you can try using 
your iPad and simple items you have at home: a CD case, a 
drop of water and a piece of paper.
 
Color Uncovered was created at the Exploratorium, the 
mothership for people with major cases of curiosity, by its 
Online Engagement team. The group is made up of creative 
thinkers and makers—web developers, writers, designers 
and editors—who bring the Exploratorium’s mission of 
sparking curiosity to the wired world. #12118

BEAR 71
National Film Board of Canada

Bear 71 is an interactive multi-user online experience 
told from the point of view of an omniscient female grizzly 
bear dubbed “Bear 71” by the park rangers who track her. 
The bear’s story speaks to how we coexist with wildlife in 
the age of networks, surveillance and digital information. 
It is the true story of a female grizzly bear monitored by 
wildlife conservation officers. She lived her life under 
near-constant surveillance and was continually stressed 
by interactions with the human world. She was tracked and 
logged as data, indicative of the way that we have come to 
see the world around us—constantly monitoring, qualifying 
and quantifying, instead of experiencing and interacting. 

The NFB gained access to one million photos gathered in 
the wilderness by motion-triggered cameras, unbeknownst 
to the animals and humans captured in the images on this 
project. It highlights how our dependence on technology 
divorces us from nature and questions the validity of 
surveillance in the wild, and within human society. 

Chances are, your picture gets taken dozens of times a day 
without you knowing it. This type of surveillance creates 
tension between the loss of personal privacy, and the need 
to get along in our shared environment. #12146
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THE CURIOSITY MACHINE
Iridescent

Iridescent is a science education non-profit that helps 
engineers, scientists and high-tech professionals bring 
cutting-edge science, technology, engineering and math 
(STEM) education to children, youth and families in 
disadvantaged communities. Iridescent has Science Studios 
in New York City and Los Angeles and runs additional 
programs in the San Francisco Bay area and Boston. 
Since 2006, they have trained more than 400 engineers to 
effectively communicate complex concepts and scientific 
advancements in ways that excite and engage the public 
and directly reached over 10,000 underserved children and 
families. 

Iridescent brings cutting-edge science and technology to 
those traditionally underrepresented in STEM, including girls 
and disadvantaged communities. By involving parents and 
bringing consistent social capital to communities in the form 
of professional mentors and role models, this program has 
long-term impact. #12116

RACE FOR THE BEACH AT SEA-
WORLD CALIFORNIA’S TURTLE REEF
SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment, Inc.

Dive into the world of sea turtles in a way you never 
thought possible at SeaWorld’s Turtle Reef. Get an up-close 
look at these fascinating creatures, and then get even 
closer by experiencing their journey first-hand through an 
exciting and educational video game called Race for the 
Beach. The five-minute game aims to educate guests about 
turtles and the threats that humans can pose to them. Up to 
eight guests at a time have the opportunity to participate at 
two gaming consoles as a green, leatherback, loggerhead, 
or hawksbill turtle on a journey to its nesting beach. As 
the game begins, a guest can pick up one of the four sea 
turtle controllers and move the corresponding sea turtle 
on the screen by simply moving their turtle controller. The 
game’s introduction provides a guide to the main food 
item each turtle eats and what obstacles/threats to avoid. 
Guests earn points when a turtle eats the correct food and 
lose points if a turtle hits an obstacle. When all four turtles 
reach the nesting beach, the player with the highest score 
lays the most eggs on the beach and wins. #12113
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Nonprofessional

Sponsored by Animal Planet

Awarded to the most innovative and effective example of nonprofessional media that best 
communicates scientific subject matter to a broad audience. The entrant(s) must not have 
received financial compensation for the creation of the entered media or previously worked as a 
media professional.

BIOFILM
Erik Rochner

Biofilm is a dramatic portrayal and introduction to 
a relatively new medical problem, which involves 
antibiotic-resistant bacteria that cause chronic 
wounds in immuno-compromised patients. Biofilm 
demonstrates the impact that these resilient bacteria 
colonies have on people and illustrates the emotional 
and physical struggles of an infection. With limited 
treatment options available to those affected, a 
biofilm infection can last up to several months or 
years and can result in amputation of limbs.    

Erik Rochner produced Biofilm during his 2011 spring 
semester of MSU Bozeman’s science and natural 
history film program where he is currently a student. 
Rochner is an emerging science and natural history 
filmmaker with ten years of nonfiction experience. 
As a native of California, Rochner chose to pursue 
a career in this speciality to continue his passion 
for exploring and sharing the natural world. He 
graduated from UC Santa Barbara with a BA in film 
and media studies and a post baccalaureate degree 
in Biology.  #12104
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GROWING UP WITH GADGETS
Casey Kanode 

Grow ing Up With Gad gets is a film about tech nol ogy and 
its impact on the lives of chil dren at home and school. The 
film fol lows nine-year-old Emma to see where and how 
tech nol ogy is present in her life. Many see tech nol ogy 
as the “bad guy” that is keep ing chil dren inside and 
lim it ing their expo sure to the nat ural world. Grow ing Up 
with Gad gets aims to show that tech nol ogy and gad gets 
them selves aren’t the prob lem. They can be used in 
a pos i tive way, as a cat a lyst to get chil dren out side 
more often. #12183

MATERIAL MARVELS: 
THERMOELECTRICS
Ainissa Ramirez

Material Marvels is a series of short lively explorations of 
smart materials, hosted by Dr. Ainissa Ramirez, a scientist 
with an approachable and engaging style. Thermoelectrics 
is a segment that profiles materials that make electricity 
from heat.  While it sounds like science fiction, this is all 
science fact! Ramirez shows a small fan powered only 
by heat and explains the complex science at work, using 
children’s building blocks and marbles. To make these 
materials relevant, she shows how thermolelectrics can 
help offset our energy needs by using waste heat—like 
charging a cellphone using the surplus heat from car 
engines.

Ramirez is a lecturer of materials science at Yale and TED 
speaker who is passionate about science, technology, 
engineering, and math (STEM) education. She created this 
series to get the general public excited about science, and 
to provide a new science role model, being both a woman 
and of color.  She is a science evangelist with the mission 
to get audiences in touch with their inner scientist. #12195
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Host or Presenter-Led

Sponsored by Qube

Awarded to the program that makes the most effective use of a host or presenter in communicating 
an appreciation and understanding of science.

AUSTRALIA: THE TIME TRAVELLER’S 
GUIDE, THE FIRST STEPS
Essential Media and Entertainment
Host/Presenter: Dr. Richard Smith

Epic in scope and intimate in nature, Australia: The Time 
Traveller’s Guide is the untold story of the “Land Down 
Under,” the one island continent that has got it all. Over 
four episodes, host Dr. Richard Smith takes the audience 
on a rollicking journey throughout this amazing and varied 
landscape to explain the history of the Earth through the 
vast window of the Australian continent.

Australian-born and bred and with a background in marine 
science, Dr. Smith has been making science and natural 
history programs for about 20 years. Australia: The Time 
Traveller’s Guide reveals the big picture of this immense 
country and, like any great adventure story, is full of 
extraordinary encounters, stunning locations, dangerous 
situations and unmitigated fun. A pioneer of the new wave 
of digital television technology, Dr. Smith has elevated the 
role of the one-man roving video journalist/documentarian 
to an art form. #12152

BONES OF TURKANA
National Geographic Television
Host/Presenter: Dr. Richard Leakey

The astonishing life of Richard Leakey— 
paleoanthropologist, conservationist, statesman and  
provocateur—forms the backdrop of this hour-long special 
from National Geographic Bones of Turkana investigates 
four decades of exploration and discovery around Northern 
Kenya’s Lake Turkana, which have given rise to both 
breakthroughs and controversy in the contentious field of 
human evolution.
 
The film follows Leakey today—along with his wife, Meave, 
daughter, Louise, and the world-famous fossil hunters 
of the Turkana Basin Institute team—striving to explore 
the shores of a mercurial and prophetic lake. It is both 
a portrait of a remarkable family, as well as a dramatic 
tale of a place that, despite momentous climate change, 
has never ceased being the cauldron of human evolution. 
#12119
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THE FABRIC OF THE COSMOS WITH 
BRIAN GREENE: WHAT IS SPACE?
A NOVA Production by 32-12 Media, with ARTE 
France and National Geographic Channel
Host/Presenter: Dr. Brian Greene

Acclaimed physicist and host, Dr. Brian Greene, takes 
viewers to the frontiers of physics for the most complete 
picture yet of space, time and the Universe. In What Is 
Space?, The Illusion of Time, Quantum Leap, and Universe 
or Multiverse? Greene lets NOVA viewers in on a secret: 
we’ve all been deceived. Our perceptions of time and 
space have led us astray. Much of what we thought we 
knew about our Universe—that the past has already 
happened and the future is yet to be, that space is just 
an empty void, that our Universe is the only Universe 
that exists—just might be wrong. Serving up one of the 
most visually compelling and entertaining presentations 
of modern physics,The Fabric of the Cosmos series 
interweaves provocative theories, scientific experiments 
and stories of discovery with crystal clear explanations 
and imaginative metaphors, as well as state-of-the-art 
computer graphics. #12281B

FLYING MONSTERS 3D
Atlantic Productions & SKY3D with 
National Geographic Entertainment
Host/Presenter: Sir David Attenborough

In the giant-screen adventure film, Flying Monsters 3D, 
world-renowned naturalist, Sir David Attenborough, sets 
out to uncover the truth about pterosaurs, the enigmatic 
creatures whose wingspans are thought to have been 
more than 40 feet, equal to that of a modern-day jet plane. 
Attenborough works with scientists to understand the 
incredible story of the evolution of the pterosaurs—a 
story that unfolds in such stunning locations as New 
Mexico’s“Ghost Ranch,” the Jurassic Coast of Lyme Regis 
in Britain, an ancient pterosaur landing site in Southern 
France and a fossil pit in Germany where near-perfect 
pterosaur specimens have been found. Driven by the 
mysterious myths of these creatures, Attenborough sets 
out to collect data and piece together the miraculous 
discoveries and evidence of this true flying enigma. As a 
result, he begins to unravel one of the enduring mysteries 
of science, revealing along the way that the marvel of 
pterosaur flight has evolutionary echoes that resonate 
today. #12202
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Writing

Sponsored by the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS)

Awarded for the writing that most enhances a science program through the union of 
imagery, storyline, dialog and narration. 

THE FABRIC OF THE COSMOS WITH 
BRIAN GREENE: QUANTUM LEAP
A NOVA Production by Spine Films, with ARTE France and 
National Geographic Channel
Written by: Josh Rosen, Julia Cort and Joseph McMaster 
Based on the book, The Fabric of the Cosmos, by Brian Greene

The Fabric of the Cosmos introduces viewers to some of 
the most provocative and mind-boggling recent discoveries 
in physics while demystifying abstract scientific ideas. 
In Quantum Leap, host Brian Greene brings quantum 
mechanics to life and explores the debate that still 
rages about what quantum mechanics implies for the 
true nature of reality. Without real-world events to rely 
on and facing subject matter that was too small or too 
far away to be seen and filmed, writers created visual 
metaphors and virtual worlds to bring scientific theories 
to life. Conceiving, visualizing and scripting the series 
like a feature film, the writing team conjured up half-real, 
half-animated environments for nearly every scene while 
weaving in explanations of abstract scientific concepts. 
Relying on their imaginations for everything from story to 
host dialogue, the writers provided the foundation and 
backbone of the editorial and production sides of this 
innovative series. #12283A
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To learn more, visit  
aaas.org/plusyou/project2061

AAAS is here –
promoting universal science literacy.
In 1985, AAAS founded Project 2061 with the goal of helping  
all Americans become literate in science, matematics, and  
technology. With its landmark publications Science for All  
Americans and Benchmarks for Science Literacy, Project 2061  
set out recommendations for what all students should know  
and be able to do in science, mathematics, and technology  
by the time they graduate from high school.  
   As a AAAS member, your dues help support Project 2061  
as it works to improve science education. If you are not yet a  
member, join us. Together we can make a difference.

JacksonHole_ads.indd   2 8/20/12   4:38 PM

THE FABRIC OF THE COSMOS WITH 
BRIAN GREENE: WHAT IS SPACE?
A NOVA Production by 32-12 Media, with ARTE France and 
National Geographic Channel
Written by: Graham Judd, Sabin Streeter & Joseph McMaster 
Based on the book, The Fabric of the Cosmos, by Brian Greene

The Fabric of the Cosmos introduces viewers to some of 
the most provocative and mind-boggling recent discoveries 
in physics while demystifying abstract scientific ideas. 
In What is Space? Host Brian Greene reveals space as 
a dynamic fabric that can stretch, twist, warp and ripple 
under the influence of gravity. Without real-world events 
to rely on and facing subject matter that was too small or 
too far away to be seen and filmed, writers created visual 
metaphors and virtual worlds to bring scientific theories 
to life.  Conceiving, visualizing and scripting the series 
like a feature film, the writing team conjured up half-real, 
half-animated environments for nearly every scene while 
weaving in explanations of abstract scientific concepts. 
Relying on their imaginations for everything from story to 
host dialogue, the writers provided the foundation and 
backbone of the editorial and production sides of this 
innovative series. #12281C

NOVA: SECRETS BENEATH THE ICE
A NOVA Production by NET Television and Lone Wolf 
Documentary Group 
Written by: Steven Reich and Gary Hochman

Scientists call Antarctica, “The Ice.” For them, it’s a 
giant laboratory about one and a half times the size of 
the United States, containing 90% of all the ice in the 
world. A colossal cloak of ice covers almost every inch of 
Antarctica…and in some places, the ice is so thick and 
heavy, it literally depresses Earth’s crust half a mile. But 
as our world gets warmer, what will happen to this ice? Is 
Antarctica headed for a major meltdown? No one knows 
for sure. Scientists say the secret of Antarctica’s climate 
future just might be found in its past. NOVA follows an 
ambitious international investigation called ANDRILL, a 
revolutionary drill rig that bores deep beneath the ice, 
through the sea, and almost a mile into the sea floor to 
retrieve ancient clues in cores of rock. Shot on location 
in Antarctica, New Zealand and America, NOVA: Secrets 
Beneath the Ice unearths a surprising climate chronology 
that may not only reveal the fate of Antarctica…but the 
rest of the planet as well. #12267
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Editing

Sponsored by Sony 

Awarded for the editing that most enhances the science program through the union of 
imagery, sound, music and story.

BONES OF TURKANA
National Geographic Television
Edited by: Maggie Noble

Bones of Turkana is both a portrait of a remarkable family 
and a dramatic tale about the evolution of humans. Editor, 
Maggie Noble, artfully weaves these seemingly disparate 
threads. From the gritty images surrounding various dig 
sites, to the epic landscapes of Africa, Noble manages 
to spin together a seamless whole from wildly divergent 
sources. Working with CGI, stock, original footage shot 
in both vérité and highly-produced styles, she creates a 
coherent visual narrative that complements the written 
words. Her skillful marriage of music and images at several 
points in the film creates a tone poem of sound and picture 
that takes what is ostensibly a fact-heavy science film into 
the realm of emotion. Perhaps it is her sense of pacing that 
most sets the film apart. In an age of quickly paced, poorly 
motivated edits, Noble is old-school. She creates a lyrical 
rhythm appropriate to the heady subject and inadvertently 
makes the case that the evolution of man, or at least of this 
editor, is a good thing. #12119
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Tell us the story of YOUR forest
UN International Short Film Contest
Free online entry. 
Competition deadline, December 15
Winners will be showcased at a high-profile UN celebration 
in Istanbul and the 2013 Jackson Hole Wildlife Film Festival 
as well as other events throughout the year.

www.jhfestival.org

NOVA: THE FABRIC OF THE 
COSMOS WITH BRIAN GREENE: 
THE ILLUSION OF TIME
A NOVA Production by The Film Posse, with ARTE France 
and National Geographic Channel
Edited by: Steve Audette, Jonathan Sahula and 
Nathan Hendrie

In the groundbreaking miniseries NOVA: The Fabric of the 
Cosmos, viewers embark on a four-part adventure into 
the heart of space and time to discover a picture of the 
cosmos that is far richer and stranger than ever imagined. 
Based on the book by acclaimed physicist, Brian Greene, 
The Fabric of the Cosmos tackles some of the most 
exciting and provocative recent discoveries in physics.

This series presented daunting challenges for editors as 
very little of the subject matter could be seen or filmed; it’s 
too small, too far away or merely theoretical. Filmmakers 
created virtual worlds, half-real and half-animated, 
where Greene could bring the invisible to life. Our editors 
created animation proxies in the edit rooms for every 
scene, allowing scenes to be approved for story and 
scientific accuracy before the visuals were refined. This 
approach gave the editors a key role in the production and 
post-production processes. #12282A

IMMORTAL
December Films & Pemberton Films
Edited by: Wayne Hyett

Immortal  was edited by Melbourne-based editor, Wayne 
Hyett A.S.E., whose career spans more than 28 years, 
and includes feature films, dramatic series, children’s 
dramas, documentaries and documentary dramas for 
all Australian Networks and international audiences. 
Drama credits include The Castle, The Murray Whelan 
Series, Stingers, The Games, Wicked Science and Pirate 
Island. His documentary highlights include The Kindness 
of Strangers, Australia on Trial and the major ABC series 
Captain Cook–Discovery and Obsession. Immortal  is his 
second documentary made with acclaimed director Sonya 
Pemberton, following the award-winning Catching Cancer. 
Wayne was awarded accreditation by the Australian 
Screen Editors Guild, “In recognition of excellence in 
screen editing and outstanding contribution to Australian 
screen culture.” #12234
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Visualization

Sponsored by Panasonic Solutions

Awarded for the visual imaging, computer-generated imaging, modeling and other visual 
storytelling that most enhances the science program.

CURIOSITY: CAN YOU LIVE FOREVER?
Dangerous Productions and Discovery Channel
Cinematography: Duane McClunie
Visual Effects and Animation: Jellyfish Studios— 
Will Rockall and Tom Brass

Will we one day be able to live forever? If so, when?

In 2011, Adam Savage was 43. Now it is the year 
2967 and he is 1,000 years old. He looks back on his 
long life—revealing how medical science in the 21st 
century transformed his body, creating a supercharged 
cyber-human, allowing him to live forever. Along the 
way, we learn about transhumanism, brain downloads, 
self-regenerating organs, and full body transplants—all in 
the name of becoming the world’s first 1,000 year-old man.
#12085

WONDERS OF THE UNIVERSE: 
CHILDREN OF THE STARS
BBC and Science Channel 
Cinematography: Chris Openshaw and Kevin White
Visual Effects: Burrell Durrant Hifle and Nicola Kinghamr

With stunning cinematography and cutting-edge CGI, 
Professor Brian Cox explores just how people came to be. 
Cox searches for humanity’s very essence by asking the 
biggest questions of all: “What are we?” and “Where do 
we come from?” Cox combines academic science and 
childlike wonder with spectacular graphics and dramatic 
shots of the Earth’s most beautiful landscapes, to illustrate 
how the same physical laws that describe the behavior of 
light, gravity, time, matter and energy here on Earth can 
translate the qualities of the greater Universe. Professor 
Cox explains how our bodies are made up of dead stars 
while we simultaneously marvel at the gorgeous vistas of 
the world and starscapes of the heavens. #12016
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PLANET YOU
Terra Mater Factual Studios
Cinematography: Johannes Poetscher and 
Christoph Groppenberger

Welcome to the weird and wonderful world of the 
human ecosystem. Each of us is a world of our own—a 
human habitat with the most amazing landscapes and 
environments. You are like a planet with 100 trillion 
inhabitants. These alien creatures control everything we 
do. In fact, we couldn’t live without them because 90% of 
the cells in our body are not of human origin. But science 
is still far from knowing all the members of this incredibly 
complex biological community. Using the latest scanning 
electron microscope technology and micro CT scans, we 
are able to reveal the dramatic interactions happening 
in our body tissues when microbes, parasites, cells and 
viruses fight and cooperate. Native 3D slow-motion 
macro photography shows our daily lives in a radically 
new perspective. Many of these stereoscopic imaging 
technologies have never been used in a documentary and 
were only made available through close cooperation with 
dedicated scientists. #12176

THE FABRIC OF THE COSMOS WITH 
BRIAN GREENE: WHAT IS SPACE?
NOVA
Ricardo Andrade: Art Director for Pixeldust Studios
Nick Jernigan: Visual Effects Supervisor, Pixeldust Studios
Richard Hawkins: Sr. Designer for Pixeldust Studios
Mike Coles and Robert Humphreys: Cinematographers 

The 4-hour NOVA series, The Fabric of the Cosmos, takes you 
on a wild ride through the universe with renowned author/
physicist, Brian Greene, to show how scientists are piecing 
together the most complete picture yet of space, time and 
the Universe. The challenge of depicting the vastness of the 
Universe, as well as depicting invisible dimensions, made the 
visualization extremely crucial in telling the story. As a result, 
over 80% of all the visuals for the series are a combination of 
2D and 3D animation, visual effects, live-action green screen 
shots, motion tracking shots and digital sets that are blended 
together in a seamless look. Whether it’s bowling balls or 
billiard tables, visual metaphors illustrate the mysteries of 
the universe and explain complex theories in engaging and 
accessible ways, from the tiniest particles in the quantum 
world to the infinite Universes in the Multiverse. #12065
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  7:30 am               Shuttles depart Hyatt Regency every 10 minutes until 10:00 am. If you have rented a car, 
                              collect people to join you for the drive—it’s a great and unexpected networking opportunity!

  8:00 am               Registration in the Atrium 
                              Continental Breakfast hosted by Denver Museum of Nature & Science

  9:00-10:00 am    SESSION 1
                              Hidden Beauty (Finalist: Theatrical) (Ricketson Theater, 9:00-10:15)
                              (introduced by Louie Schwartzberg, Blacklight Films)

                              To The Arctic 3D (Finalist: Theatrical & Immersive—3D) (IMAX Theater)
                              Warner Bros. Pictures, IMAX Filmed Entertainment and MacGillivray Freeman Films
                              (introduced by Shaun MacGillivray, MacGillivray Freeman Films)

                              Cell! Cell! Cell! (Finalist: Immersive—Fulldome) (Gates Fulldome, 9:00)
                              NSC Creative and INTECH Science Centre and Planetarium

                              Dynamic Earth: Exploring Earth’s Climate Engine (Gates Fulldome, 9:30)
                              Spitz Creative Media, the Advanced Visualization Lab at the National Center for Supercomputing     
                              Applications (University of Illinois), NASA’s Scientific Visualization Studio, Thomas Lucas Productions 
                              and Denver Museum of Nature & Science

                              Finalist Showcase: Writing (Naturalist’s Nook)
                            • The Fabric of the Cosmos with Brian Greene: Quantum Leap
                               A NOVA Production by Spine Films, with ARTE France and National Geographic Channel
                               (introduced by Joe McMaster & Jonathan Sahula)

                            • The Fabric of the Cosmos with Brian Greene: What is Space?
                               A NOVA Production by 32-12 Media, with ARTE France and National Geographic Channel
                               (introduced by Joe McMaster & Jonathan Sahula)

                            • NOVA: Secrets Beneath the Ice
                              A NOVA Production by NET Television and Lone Wolf Documentary Group 
                                   (introduced by Gary Hochman)

  10:00-10:30 am      Networking Break

DAILY AGENDA - WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 5
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  10:30-11:30 am    SESSION 2
                              Welcome & Opening Plenary Session (Ricketson Theater)
                              Technology has irrevocably changed the way we connect with each other through media, 
                              and today’s sophisticated users expect immersive and meaningful experiences regardless 
                              of the delivery vehicle. Industry visionaries examine the dynamic role of media in our 
                              rapidly expanding universe of personal connectivity and engagement. 
                              David Dugan (Facilitator), Windfall Films
    Fred Guterl, Scientific American 
                              Richard Hutton, Carsey-Wolf Center, UC Santa Barbara
                              Logan Smalley, TED

  11:30-1:30 pm    LUNCH & NETWORKING BREAKAWAYS
               Hosted by Terra Mater Factual Studios
                              Grab lunch and join a table of others interested in focused, topic-driven conversation!

  11:30 am            Undiscovered Worlds (Finalist: Immersive Cinema—Fulldome) (Gates Fulldome)
                              Charles Hayden Planetarium at the Museum of Science, Boston

  12:00-1:00 pm    SESSION 3
                              Finalist Showcase: Visualization (Ricketson Theater)                     
                     • Wonders of the Universe: Children of the Stars
                                  BBC and Science Channel 
       (introduced by Debbie Myers & Bernadette McDaid)
                                   • Planet You
                                     Terra Mater Factual Studios
        (introduced by Walter Koehler)

                                 
  • The Fabric of the Cosmos with Brian Greene: What is Space?

                                     A NOVA Production by 32-12 Media, with ARTE France and National Geographic Channel 
                                     (introduced by Joe McMaster, Jonathan Sahula & Ricardo Andrade)

                   • Curiosity: Can You Live Forever?
                                    Dangerous Productions and Discovery Channel 
                     (introduced by Chris Weber)   
                              

STEM Producers Consortium (Gates Fulldome)
                              Explore a new opportunity for cross-platform collaboration among producers of STEM 
                              (Science, Technology, Engineering and Math) media—print, television, radio, online, 
                              interactive and large-format films—in a lively discussion of how a multi-disciplinary media 
                              organization can advance your professional interests and the field of STEM media.
    

Jamie Bell, Center for Advancement of Informal Science Education
                                   Richard Hudson, Center for Advancement of Informal Science Education
                                  JoAnna Baldwin Mallory, Center for Advancement of Informal Science Education

                             Finalist Showcase: Editing (Naturalist’s Nook)
                             • NOVA: The Fabric of the Cosmos with Brian Greene: The Illusion of Time
                                     A NOVA Production by The Film Posse, with ARTE France & National Geographic Channel
                                (introduced by Jonathan Sahula and Joe McMaster)

                             • Bones of Turkana
                                   National Geographic Television
      (introduced by John Bredar)
                             • Immortal
                                   December Films & Pemberton Films

DAILY AGENDA - WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 5
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  1:00 pm              Networking Break
             Wildest Weather in the Solar System  (Gates Fulldome) 

  1:30-2:30 pm     SESSION 4
                             Collaboration + Metrics = Funding (Ricketson Theater)
                             Finding project funding can be a brutal and painstaking process! From state and federal 
                             agencies to private foundations, content branding, corporate and crowd-sourced 
                             underwriting, you need more than just a winning idea! Learn how to position your project to 
                             be competitive at the front end of the pipeline through developing partnerships and 
                             measuring what used to be immeasurable: audience impact. 
                            Carol Fleisher (Facilitator), fleisherfilm
                            Mary Jane Dodge, MacGillivray Freeman Films
                            Steve Uzzo, New York Hall of Science
                            Neil Losin, Day’s Edge Productions 

                             Black Holes (Gates Fulldome, 2:00-2:30)

                             3D Forum: Market & Technology (Africa Station)
                             With museums and other public institutions installing 3D theaters and the rollout of 
              consumer HD3D television, plus a host of 3D channels and the launch of Blu-Ray delivery, 
                             the need for good programming has never been greater. Join other 3D stakeholders for a 
              frank conversation on where we are, and where we seem to be heading.
                            Janine Baker (Facilitator), nWave Films
                            Mark Katz, National Geographic Entertainment
                            Don Kempf, Giant Screen Films

                             Tornado Alley 3D (IMAX Theater 2:00-2:30) (Finalist, Immersive—3D)
          
              Finalist Showcase: Non-Professional (Naturalist’s Nook, 1:30-2:00)
  • Biofilm 
                    (introduced by Erik Rochner)

  • Growing up with Gadgets 
     (introduced by Casey Kanode)

  • Material Marvels: Thermoelectrics 
    (introduced by Ainissa Ramirez)

DAILY AGENDA - WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 5
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DAILY AGENDA - WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 5

                             Finalist Showcase: Shorts (Naturalist’s Nook, 2:00-2:45)
  • CoCoRaHS Presents: The Water Cycle
    Community Collaborative Rain, Hail & Snow Network 
    (introduced by Noah Besser)

  • The Making of the Fittest: The Birth and Death of Genes
    Howard Hughes Medical Institute and Holt Productions 
    (introduced by Laura Helft)

  • The Making of the Fittest: Natural Selection in Humans
    Howard Hughes Medical Institute and Holt Productions 
    (introduced by Dennis Liu)

  • Monsters of the Deep
     nWave Pictures Distribution 
    (introduced by Janine Baker)

  2:30-3:00 pm     Networking Break

    3:00-4:00 pm     SESSION 5
                             24/7 Global: Producing for the Web (Ricketson Theater)
                             How can you best utilize the world’s most pervasive distribution platform and not be 
                             drowned out by the noise? Cloud-based distribution has taken institutional knowledge into 
                             the global domain, literally opening new worlds of information to the broadest possible 
                             user group--everyone in the world. It is an epic opportunity of the digital age, with exciting 
                             implications for both institutional and media partnerships.

  Merit Jensen Carr (Facilitator), Merit Motion Pictures
                          Steven Bedard, NOVA Lab
                          Sara Elliot, The Nature Conservancy
                          Logan Smalley, TED
                          Charlotte Vick, Google Ocean

                             Realm of Light (Gates Fulldome, 3:30)

                             3D Screenings TBD (Africa Station)
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                             Finalist Showcase: Hosted/Presenter-led (Naturalist’s Nook)
  • Australia: The Time Traveller’s Guide, The First Steps
     Essential Media and Entertainment 
     (introduced by Chris Hilton)

  
• Bones of Turkana 

                                   National Geographic Television
     (introduced by John Bredar)

  
• The Fabric of the Cosmos with Brian Greene: What is Space?

     A NOVA Production by 32-12 Media, with ARTE France and National Geographic Channel
     (introduced by Joe McMaster, Jonathan Sahula)

  

  4:00-4:30 pm     Panels and Workshops Break

  4:30-5:30 pm     SESSION 6
                             Prove it! Metrics that Count! (Ricketson Theater)
                             Developing a strategy that will provide information you can really use requires serious 
                             consideration to define the goals of formative and summative evaluation and identify 
                             specific tools and protocols to be incorporated. It isn’t as daunting as it sounds! Veterans 
                             share insights in this increasingly essential aspect of successful project design.

                           
Bob Hirshon (Facilitator), American Association for the Advancement of Science

  Kevin Crowley, University of Pittsburgh Learning and Research Development Center
  Saul Rockman, Rockman and Associates
                             Dome Deconstructed: Real-time Data Exploration (Gates Fulldome)
              Discover what is on the horizon in Real time Data Visualization, exploring navigation 
                             techniques and  new tools with industry trailblazers.
  Kachun Yu, Gates Planetarium, Denver Museum of Nature & Science
  Carter Emmert, Hayden Planetarium, American Museum of Natural History

              Workshop: Social Media Basics 1 (Africa Station) 
              This is an essential, hands-on primer to social networking. When you leave this one-hour 
                             workshop, you will have established a presence on Facebook, Twitter, Linked-in and 
                             YouTube and will know how to  upload videos and share resources. But more importantly, 
                             you’ll understand the ecosystem in which these work together.

  Susan Johnston, New Media Film Festival

• Flying Monsters  3D
   Atlantic Productions & SKY3D with National Geographic Entertainment 
   (introduced by Mark Katz)

VISUAL EXCELLENCE
INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY
AMAZING STORYTELLING

www.terramater.com

VISUAL EXCELLENCE
INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY
AMAZING STORYTELLING

www.terramater.com

jacksonhole_inserat   1 02.08.12   13:17
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DAILY AGENDA - WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 5

                             Space Junk 3D (IMAX Theater, 5:00-5:45)

              Finalist Showcase: Limited Series (Naturalist’s Nook)
  • Australia: The Time Traveller’s Guide
    Essential Media and Entertainment 
    (introduced by Chris Hilton, Essential Media)

  • NOVA: The Fabric of the Cosmos with Brian Greene
    A NOVA Production by 32-12 Media, The Film Posse, Spine Films, and Lone Wolf Documentary 
                                  Group, with ARTE France and National Geographic Channel 
                                  (introduced by Joe McMaster, Jonathan Sahula)

  • Through the Wormhole with Morgan Freeman
     The Incubator, Revelations Entertainment and Science Channel 
     (introduced by Bernadette McDaid, Science Channel)

  5:30-9:00 pm     MUSEUM AFTER HOURS 
                             Cocktail Reception and Screening Event sponsored by National Geographic Television
                     Check out some of the bones discovered in a remarkable mastodon graveyard near Aspen.   
                              Museum crews uncovered 5,000 bones of 41 kinds of Ice Age animals, including 
                              mammoths, mastodons, ground sloths, camels, deer, horses, and giant bison. The preserved 
                              series of Ice Age fossil ecosystems is one of the most significant fossil discoveries ever 
                              made in Colorado and will change forever our understanding of alpine life in the Ice Age. 
                              Join paleontologist Ian Miller, the project manager and the researchers who are 
                              uncovering their secrets along with the filmmakers who documented the process!
               Undiscovered Worlds: The Search Beyond our Sun (Gates Fuldome, 5:30)
                              Charles Hayden Planetarium at the Museum of Science, Boston 

              Dynamic Earth: Exploring Earth’s Climate Engine (Gates Fulldome, 6:00)
               Spitz Creative Media, the Advanced Visualization Lab at the National Center for Supercomputing 
                              Applications (University of Illinois), NASA’s Scientific Visualization Studio, Thomas Lucas Productions 
                              and Denver Museum of Nature & Science.

              Cell! Cell! Cell! (Gates Fulldome, 6:30)
                              NSC Creative and INTECH Science Centre and Planetarium

  7:00 pm               ICE AGE DEATH TRAP
               NOVA and National Geographic Television with Denver Museum of Nature & Science
               (introduced by John Bredar and Melanie Wallace)
               In 2010, construction for a dam began at what was once an ancient lake in Snowmass, 
                              Colorado. Soon after the first bulldozers arrived, a large tooth and jawbone were 
                              discovered. Quickly more bones emerged, and it was soon clear that the site was an Ice 
                              Age graveyard from tens of thousands of years ago. This program explores the story of the 
                              excavation the Denver Museum of Nature and Science had only 50 days to finish. We meet 
                              world-renowned scientists and paleontologists facing puzzling twists as they chase after 
                              the question: Why did all of these Ice Age beasts die here?

                              Shuttle departs every 15 min. 
               Last shuttle departs at 9:00 pm
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  7:30 am              Shuttles depart Hyatt Regency every 10 minutes until 10:00 am. If you have rented a car, 
                             collect people to join you for the drive—it’s a great and unexpected networking opportunity!

  8:00-9:00 am     Awards Celebration run through for all finalists and Award Sponsor presenters
              (IMAX Theater)

  9:00-10:00 am   SESSION 7
              The Science of Storytelling (Ricketson Theater)
              As modes of social engagement have diversified, so have the mechanisms for 
                             communicating science. This session puts its focus on the unique challenges of this genre, 
                             with a look at how viewer attitudes and behavior impact programming decisions and 
                             strategic storytelling choices.

  Michael Rosenfeld, Howard Hughes Medical Institute
  Jamie Bell, Center for the Advancement of Informal Science Education
  Beth Hoppe, PBS
  Chris Weber, Discovery
  Arthur “Skip” Lupia, University of Michigan

              Dome Deconstructed: Shooting 360 (Gates Fulldome)
              DSLR cameras and stitching software have enabled the acquisition of super high-resolution 
                             hemispheric and spherical image capture. Clever compositing of panoramic, HD and 
                             stop-action shots immerse the audience in live action  experiences. These accessible 
                             techniques have opened the dome to filmmakers and photographers alike. 

  Tom Kennedy, California Academy of Sciences
  Cory Jaskolski, Hydro Technologies 
  Greg Mancari, Denver Museum of Nature & Science
  Jess Wellington, Denver Museum of Nature & Science 

              Leveraging Your Assets (Africa Station)
              From repurposing content and digitizing archives to expanding revenue streams and 
                             attracting new patrons, viral marketing and guerilla distribution pathways have 
                             fundamentally changed the way we reach our audiences.

  Dan Baron, FootageSearch
                 Gannon Kashiwa, Denver Museum of Nature & Science

              Flying Monsters 3D (IMAX Theater)  
                             (introduced by Mark Katz, National Geographic Entertainment)

DAILY AGENDA - THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 6
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                Finalist Showcase: Life Sciences (Naturalist’s Nook)
  • Antzilla
     National Geographic Television
     (introduced by Maryanne Culpepper)

  • Horizon: Playing God
     BBC

  • Life Force: Madagascar
     NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corp.), NHNZ, Science Channel, Animal Planet and France Télévisions

  • Primeval New Zealand 
     NHNZ Television New Zealand and New Zealand on Air

 10:00-10:30 am     Networking Break
 10:30-11:30 am    SESSION 8
               The Art of Science Storytelling (Ricketson Theater)
               Is there anything more exciting that the process of discovery? Then, why-oh-why is there 
                              so much content that simply fails to engage? This session offers frank discussion with 
                              some of the most compelling storytellers in the world of science, as they deconstruct the 
                              mysterious art of effective communication.
 
  

Shaun MacGillivray (Facilitator), MacGillivray Freeman Films
  Walter Koehler, Terra Mater Factual Studios
  Mary Miller, Exploratorium
  Debbie Myers, Science Channel
  Melanie Wallace, NOVA/WGBH

              Cosmic Journey & Wildest Weather in the Solar System (Gates Fulldome)
       
                                DECONSTRUCTED: Science on a Sphere 
               Developed by NOAA, Science On a Sphere (SOS) is a room sized, spherical display system 
                              that uses computers and video projectors to display all sorts of data images onto a 6-foot 
                              diameter sphere. Created initially to display animated data visualizations, the Sphere 
                              has grown into a cinematic and artistic platform in its own right, with wide and 
                              spectacular potentials that transcend its planetary data roots. Join Victoria Weeks to 
                              discuss the storytelling possibilities for this unique media exhibition, with conversation 
                              about production and workflow issues faced during the  production of LOOP (Finalist: 
                              Institutional Media Installation). This session will visit the SOS exhibit at the Museum.
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              Space Junk 3D (IMAX Theater, 10:30-11:15) 
                             (introduced by Melissa Butts, Melrae Pictures)

              Finalist Showcase: Human & Social Sciences (Naturalist’s Nook) 
	 	 • Bones of Turkana
      National Geographic Television
      (introduced by John Bredar)

	 	 •	China’s Ghost Army
      A NHNZ & Shaanxi TV Production for National Geographic Channels with THIRTEEN and WNET.ORG

	 	 •	The Grammar of Happiness 
      Essential Media and Entertainment and Smithsonian Channel 
      (introduced by Charles Poe, Smithsonian and Chris Hilton, Essential Media)

 11:30-12:00 pm    Networking Break
              Cosmic Journey (Gates Fulldome)
              To The Arctic 3D (Finalist: Theatrical & Immersive--3D (IMAX Theater, 11:30-12:15)

 12:00-1:00 pm    SESSION 9
              MUSEUMS & MEDIA 3.0 (Ricketson Theater)
              Today, natural history and science/technology museums provide attractive contexts for 
                             immersive, content-rich films. But the evolving purpose of these institutions and the 
                             exploding boundaries of media technology combine to create a wide spectrum of 
                             experiences vis-a-vis what matters in the world. This session examines of some of the 
                             creative new ways media is being incorporated into the very framework of public and 
                             cultural institutions.

  Emlyn Koster (Facilitator), Project Rebirth
  Anthony (Bud) Rock, Association of Science Technology Centers
  Rob Semper, Exploratorium

              Dome Deconstructed: The Art of Data (Gates Fulldome)
              Exploring the artistic dimension of visualization and rendering with artists who give form to 
                             what is unseen—but imagined.
  Dan Neafus, Gates Planetarium, Denver Museum of Nature & Science
  Kenji Williams, Bella Gaia 

              DECONSTRUCTED: The Stuff of Stuff (Africa Station)
              Join Melanie Wallace and the Making of Stuff team for a conversation about how this 
                             complicated series was created with “behind the scenes” stories and insight.

DAILY AGENDA - THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 6
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              Finalist Showcase: Earth & Environmental Science (Naturalist’s Nook)
	 	 •	Flying Monsters 3D
      Atlantic Productions & SKY3D with National Geographic Entertainment
      (introduced by Mark Katz, National Geographic Entertainment)

	 	 •	Super Spider
      A ZED/Nova Media production for ARTE, Ushuaia TV, National Geographic US, High Fidelity
                                    and TV5 Canada
  	 	 •	Orbit: Earth’s Extraordinary Journey—Tilt
      A BBC/Discovery Channel Co-Production
      (introduced by Chris Weber)

 1:00-1:30 pm      Wildest Weather in the Solar System (Gates Fulldome)

 1:30-2:30 pm      SESSION 10
              Don’t Worry, Be ‘Appy (Ricketson Theater)
               Inspiring personal engagement, commitment and action is an essential goal shared by 
                              all Symposium stakeholders. Place-based or cloud-based interactivity can dramatically 
                              expand personal involvement and help create enduring interest communities. This session 
                              will overview some of the most innovative apps created across all sectors.

    Scot Osterweil (Facilitator), MIT
    Lowell Robinson, Exploratorium
    Steven Bedard, NOVA Elements
    Ian Holtum, Denver Museum of Nature & Science

              Black Holes (Gates Fulldome, 2:00-2:30)

  
              Tornado Alley 3D (IMAX Theater, 2:00-2:45)                
                             
              Deconstructed: Connected Worlds (Africa Station) 
              Members of the design team for Connected Worlds, a fully immersive, interactive exhibition 
                             on sustainability to open in 2014, share the creative, technical and interpretive challenges, 
                             missteps and successes in creating a fun, engaging experience for school children and 
                             families. The exhibit tackles the complex relationships inherent in sustainability science.

    Stephen Uzzo, New York Hall of Science
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              Finalist Showcase: Technological Sciences (Naturalist’s Nook)

  
•	Concorde: Flying Supersonic 

      Darlow Smithson and Smithsonian Channel 
      (introduced by Charles Poe, Smithsonian)
  •	From Waterwheels to MegaJets
      Lion Television/All3Media with Words Make Pictures for National Geographic Channel
	 	 •	Making Stuff: Smarter
      A NOVA Production by Powderhouse Productions for WGBH
      (introduced by Chris Schmidt) 

	 	 •	Titanic at 100: Mystery Solved

        
Lone Wolf Documentary Group

 2:30-3:00 pm      Networking Break

 3:00-4:00 pm      SESSION 11
              Discovery through Imaging Technology (Ricketson Theater)
              Too big, too small, too fast, too slow, too distant, too hostile…finally, they are all within 
                             reach. High resolution, 3D and specialty digital imaging has opened new worlds of 
                             discovery, capturing invaluable scientific data! From exploring the ocean depths with 
                             real-time 3D mapping to crowd-sourced discovery through shared imaging and analysis, 
                             digital technology offers tremendous possibilities for discovery.

  
   Louie Schwartzberg, Blacklight Films

    Ken Corben, Digital 3D Productions
    Chris Schmidt, NOVA 
    Cory Jaskolski, Hydro Technologies
    Randy Sargent, Carnegie Mellon University/Google 

              Realm of Light (Gates Fulldome, 3:30)       

              Game On 1: Play with Us (Africa Station)
              A casual opportunity for hands-on time with apps and games, as well as some new 
                             platforms for personal engagement with developers and experts available for targeted Q&A.

              To The Arctic 3D (Finalist: Theatrical & Immersive—3D) (IMAX Theater, 4:00-4:45)

                             Finalist Showcase: Physical Sciences (Naturalist’s Nook)
	 	 •	The Fabric of the Cosmos with Brian Greene: What is Space?
      A NOVA Production by 32-12 Media, with ARTE France and National Geographic Channel
      (introduced by Joe McMaster and Jonathan Sahula)

	 	 •	Wonders of the Universe: Children of the Stars 
      BBC and Science Channel
      (introduced Bernadette McDaid)

	 	 • Curiosity: Did God Create the Universe?
      Darlow Smithson and Discovery Channel

     
 (introduced by Chris Weber) 

 
4:00-4:30 pm       Networking Break
              Wildest Weather in the Solar System (Gates Fulldome) 
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  4:30-5:30 pm      SESSION 12
               From the Commissioners: Here’s What We Want… (Ricketson Theater)
               Learn what producers are looking for as they seek institutional and NGO allies to create 
                               relevant and deep-impact media programming. Partnerships have inherent challenges, but 
                               successful creative collaborations have exponentially greater potential for everyone involved.

  
  Maryanne Culpepper, National Geographic 

    Beth Hoppe, PBS 
    Walter Koehler, Terra Mater Factual Studios
    Debbie Myers, Science Channel
    Charles Poe, Smithsonian Channel
    Michael Rosenfeld, Howard Hughes Medical Institute
    Melanie Wallace, NOVA/WGBH
    Chris Weber, Discovery

               New Dimensions in Fulldome Storytelling (Gates Fulldome)
               Understanding the aesthetic constraints of fulldome visual storytelling has dramatically 
                              expanded the landscape of possibility. Exploring new frontiers with some of the industry’s  
                              brightest experimenters.

    Ryan Wyatt, California Academy of Sciences
    Thomas Lucas, Thomas Lucas Productions
    Barry Clark, Telenova Productions

               Game On 2: Play with Us (Africa Station)
               A casual opportunity for hands-on time with apps and games, as well as some new 
                               platforms for personal engagement with developers and experts available for targeted Q&A.

              
Space Junk 3D (IMAX Theater, 5:00-5:45)

              
Finalist Showcase: Medical Sciences (Naturalist’s Nook)

  •	NOVA: Separating Twins 
      Presented by electricsky.com, A WTFN Production for NOVA 
     (introduced by Melanie Wallace)

  •	Immortal
      December Films & Pemberton Films

  • Surviving :) the Teenage Brain
      Merit Motion Pictures 
        (introduced by Merit Jensen Carr)

  5:30-9:00 pm      GALA CELEBRATION: SCIENCE MEDIA AWARDS
              Sponsored by Sony Broadcast & Howard Hughes Medical Institute

  5:00-6:00 pm   Shuttle to/from hotel every 15 minutes
    Final shuttle departs hotel 6:15

  5:30-6:30 pm      Cocktails, doors open for Awards Ceremony at 6:15
  6:30-7:45 pm      Awards Celebration (IMAX Theater)
  8:00-9:00 pm      Dinner Celebration (Southeast Atrium)

  8:30 pm              Shuttle departs to hotel every 15 minutes
              Final shuttle departs at 9:30

DAILY AGENDA - THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 6
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  8:30 am              Shuttles depart Hyatt Regency every 10 minutes until 10:00 am. If you have rented a car, 
                             collect people to join you for the drive—it’s a great and unexpected networking opportunity!

  9:00-10:00 am   SESSION 13
                             The Jury Speaks (Ricketson Theater)
                             This venerable panel screened more than 40 hours of the best science programming created 
                             in the last two years. What did they love? What trends did they see? What was painfully 
                             missing from the mix? Their insights may surprise you, and may help you refine how you 
                             approach your next project. 

  
  Barry Clark (Facilitator), Telenova Productions

    David Dugan, Final Juror
    William Grant, Final Juror
    Alison Leigh, Final Juror

              IMERSA Open Meeting (Gates Fulldome)
              All interested delegates are invited to join this open meeting for IMERSA.org.  We will 
                             discuss plans for the IMERSA Summit 2013 as well as share an update on our marketing         
                             survey and standards work. IMERSA—Immersive Media, Entertainment, Research, Science 
                             & Arts—celebrating and promoting immersive digital experiences for education and 
                             entertainment in planetariums, schools, museums and attractions.

  
  Dan Neafus, Gates Planetarium, Denver Museum of Nature & Science

    Ryan Wyatt, Morrison Planetarium, California Academy of Sciences 

              Winner, Immersive—3D (IMAX Theater)

              Winner, Medical Sciences (Naturalist’s Nook)

  10:00-10:30 am    Networking Break

  10:30-11:30 am    SESSION 14
              Personal Media, Interactivity & Engagement (Ricketson Theater)
              One of the hottest and fastest growing industry sectors with huge potential for impact and 
                             engagement, gaming offers much more than just an ancillary marketing strategy or revenue 
                             stream. Creating dynamic virtual communities and galvanizing personal involvement, 
                             games offer opportunities for radical impact.
    Bob Hirshon (Facilitator), American Association for the Advancement of Science
    Scot Osterweil, The MIT Education Arcade
    Chris Mate, National Geographic
    Russell Sparkman, Fusionspark Media

DAILY AGENDA - FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 7
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                             Cosmic Journey & Wildest Weather in the Solar System (Gates Fulldome)
         
                                3D Forum: Storytelling Aesthetics (Africa Station) 
              Moving from good to great: effective storytelling in this immersive realm is more complicated  
                              than it seems. This workshop presents the fundamental principles of stereographic imaging 
                              and analyzes the impact of aesthetic decisions on effective 3D storytelling.

                   Walter Koehler, Terra Mater Factual Studios
    Barry Clark, Telenova Productions
    Sean Casey, Sean Casey Films

              Space Junk 3D (Finalist: Immersive—3D) (IMAX Theater, 10:30-11:15)
             
              Winner, Life Sciences (Naturalist’s Nook)

  11:30-12:00 pm   Networking Break
                            To The Arctic 3D (Finalist: Immersive—3D) (IMAX Theater, 11:30-12:15)

  12:00-1:00 pm   SESSION 15
              Innovative Media and Exhibits (Ricketson Theater)
              Creative and interactive media installations have dramatically deepened participant  
                             engagement, extended the boundaries of experience “beyond the institutional walls” and       
                             created rich opportunities for citizen scientists to become part of the process of discovery.

    Geralyn Abinader, New York Hall of Science
    Eric Nardone, Monterey Bay Aquarium
    Marti Louw, University of Pittsburgh

       
 
                             Dome Deconstructed: The Making of Supervolcanoes (Gates Fulldome)
              Releasing in tandem with the Day in Pompeii Exhibit later this month, Supervolcanoes explores 
                              rare volcanic eruptions that marshal the energy that lurks, like a sleeping dragon, beneath 
                              the surface of planet Earth. The story of these big blowouts is a tale of havoc and mayhem: mass   
                              extinctions, climate collapse, and violence beyond anything humans have ever witnessed. In 
                              this unique immersive experience, audiences will travel into the belly of these beasts, and 
                              explore the impact of volcanism on other worlds in our solar system. Can a supervolcano erupt  
                              in our own time? The answer is surprisingly close to home. 

    Tom Lucas, Thomas Lucas Productions
    Mike Bruno, Spitz, Inc. 

 
                             DECONSTRUCTED: Titanoboa – Monster Snake (Africa Station)
              How two museums, three universities, two websites, a magazine and a TV channel 
                             collaborated to squeeze maximum exposure from the largest snake ever discovered. 
                             (With Charles Poe, Smithsonian) 

 
              

Winner, Technological Sciences (Naturalist’s Nook)

    1:00-1:30 pm      Networking Break
              Wildest Weather in the Solar System (Gates Fulldome)

 

DAILY AGENDA - FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 7
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  1:30-2:30 pm     SESSION 16
              Science in the Field with Scientific American (Ricketson Theater)
                             In ten minutes or less, five compelling scientists share dramatic bolts of insight and 
                             surprising moments of discovery with their latest research.
  Fred Guterl (Facilitator), Scientific American
  Albert Bartlett, Physicist
  Robert Full, University of California/Berkeley
  John Hafernik, San Francisco State University/California Academy of Sciences 
  Ainissa Ramirez, Yale University
  Kevin Trenberth, National Center for Atmospheric Research

              Black Holes (Gates Fulldome, 2:00-2:30)

              Workshop: Social Media Basics 2 (Africa Station)
              This is an essential, hands-on primer to social networking. When you leave this one-hour 
                             workshop, you will have established a presence on Facebook, Twitter, Linked-in and 
                             YouTube and will know how to upload videos and share resources. But more importantly, 
                             you’ll understand the ecosystem in which these work together.
  Russell Sparkman, Fusionspark Media 
  Kori Price, JHWFF 

                             Tornado Alley 3D (IMAX Theater, 2:00-2:45)
                              Winner, Human & Social Sciences (Naturalist’s Nook)

  2:30-3:00 pm      Networking Break
              Cosmic Journey (Gates Fulldome)

  3:00-4:00 pm     SESSION 17
                             Beyond Social Media: Content & Viral Marketing (Ricketson Theater)
                             Adopting storytelling traditions to a global and pervasive interactive network has huge 
                             power to influence attitudes and behavior and offers exciting opportunities for even the  
                             smallest institutions and content creators. Creating compelling interactive media for 
                             cloud-based distribution, apps and interactive engagement, in off-site experience as well     
                             in-house installation presents significant opportunities.
  Russell Sparkman, Fusionspark Media
  Len Dickter, Traffic/Tomato 
  Dennis Wakabayashi, Digital Strategist
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               Realm of Light (Gates Fulldome, 3:30)

               To The Arctic 3D (Finalist: Theatrical, Immersive—3D) (IMAX Theater, 4:00-4:45)

               Winner, Earth & Environmental Sciences (Naturalist’s Nook)

  4:00-4:30 pm       Networking Break
               Wildest Weather in the Solar System (Gates Fulldome)

  4:30-5:30 pm      SESSION 18
               Now What? Envision the Future (Ricketson Theater)
               Recap the collaborative conversations of the Symposium with a discussion of next steps 
                               toward a formal organization of producers of STEM media – print, television, radio, 
                               interactive, online and large-format films. In this interactive session with the NSF-funded 
                               CAISE (Center for the Advancement of Informal Science Education), you can help define 
                               strategies to engage the wider community of producers and enhance the field of STEM media. 
    Anthony (Bud) Rock, Association of Science and Technology Centers
    Jamie Bell, Center for Advancement of Informal Science Education 
    Emlyn Koster, Project Rebirth
    JoAnna Baldwin Mallory, Center for Advancement of Informal Science Education 

               Winner Screenings, Immersive Cinema—Fulldome (Gates Fulldome)

               Space Junk 3D (Finalist: Immersive—3D)  (IMAX Theater, 5:00-5:45)

               Winner, Earth & Environmental Sciences (Naturalist’s Nook)

  5:00-7:00 pm      Shuttle to/from hotel every 15 minutes. Final shuttle departs hotel 6:45

  5:30-8:30 pm      CLOSING RECEPTION & PREMIERE SCREENING EVENT 
               (Atrium, IMAX Theater and Gates Fulldome)
               
               TORNADO ALLEY 3D (Finalist: Immersive—3D) (6:00, IMAX Theater)
               (introduced by Sean Casey) 
               Join us after the screening in the Atrium for Q&A with the filmmakers and scientists and 
                              see the research vehicles up close!

  7:30 pm               Premiere and Live Performance with Kenji Williams, Bella Gaia (Gates Fulldome)
                              Inspired by astronauts who spoke of the life changing power of seeing the Earth from   
                               space, award winning filmmaker, composer and violinist, Kenji Williams, created Bella  
                               Gaia to simulate this transformative effect. Working closely with NASA’s scientific 
                               visualization studio, Bella Gaia successfully simulates space flight, taking the audience on 
                               a spectacular journey around planet Earth. With live music, performance art, large-scale 
                               projected NASA scientific visualizations and cutting-edge technology, Bella Gaia 
                               showcases a thought-provoking stream of crucial scientific data regarding our planet’s 
                               imperiled ecosystems while celebrating the amazing cultural heritage of humanity and 
                               explores humanity’s ultimate challenge as we enter a new epoch called the Anthropocene; 
                               where humans become the driving force of environmental change on planet Earth. 25 minutes.

                Shuttle departs to hotel every 15 minutes. 
               Final shuttle departs at 8:30
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WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 5

Ricketson Gates Fulldome Africa Station IMAX Theater Naturalist’s Nook

7:30 Shuttles depart Hyatt Regency every 15 minutes until 10:00 am.

8:00 Registration in the Atrium 

8:30

9:00 Session 
1 Hidden Beauty

Cell! Cell! Cell! To the Arctic 3D Finalist Showcase:
Writing9:30 Dynamic Earth

10:00

10:30 Session
2

Welcome &
Opening Plenary11:00

11:30 Networking Lunch and Roundtable Conversations (11:30-1:30)
Sponsored by Terra Mater Factual Studios

Undiscovered Worlds

12:00 Session
3

Finalist Showcase: 
Visualization

STEM Producers
Consortium

Finalist Showcase:
Editing12:30

Wildest Weather

1:00

1:30 Session 
4

Collaboration +
Metrics = Funding

3D Forum: 
Market & Tech

Tornado Alley 3D
(2:00-2:45)

Finalist Showcase:
Non-Pro & Shorts2:00 Black Holes

Cosmic Journey

2:30

3:00 Session 
5

24/7 Global:
Producing for Web 3D Screenings Finalist Showcase:

Hosted/Presenter-led3:30 Realm of Light

4:00

4:30 Session 
6

Prove it! Metrics 
that Count

Dome Deconstructed: 
Real-time Data Vis.

Social Media 
Basics 

Space Junk 3D
(5:00-5:45

Finalist Showcase: 
Limited Series5:00

5:30 Cocktail Reception & Screening: ICE AGE DEATH TRAP (5:30-8:30)
Sponsored by National Geographic Television

6:00 Undiscovered Worlds

6:30 Cell! Cell! Cell!

7:00 ICE AGE Dynamic Earth

7:30 Shuttle Departs to/from hotel every 15 minutes. Last Shuttle departs at 9:00
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THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 6

Ricketson Gates Fulldome Africa Station IMAX Theater Naturalist’s Nook

7:30 Shuttles depart Hyatt Regency every 10 minutes until 10:00 am.

8:00 Finalists & Award 
Sponsorship 
Rehearsal8:30

9:00 Session 
7

The Science of 
Storytelling Shooting 360 Leveraging Your 

Assets Flying Monsters 3D Finalist Showcase:
Life Sciences9:30

10:00

10:30 Session
8

The Art of 
Storytelling

Cosmic Journey Deconstructed: 
LOOP

Space Junk 3D
(10:30-11:15)

Finalist Showcase:
Human & Social 11:00 Wildest Weather

Cosmic Journey

11:30 To The Arctic 3D
(11:30-12:15)12:00 Session 

9
Museums & 
Media 3.0 The Art of Data Deconstructed:

The Stuff of Stuff
Finalist Showcase:

Earth & Environmental12:30

Wildest Weather

1:00

1:30 Session
10

Don’t Worry 
Be ‘Appy

Deconstructed:
Connected Worlds

Tornado Alley 3D
(2:00-2:45)

Finalist Showcase:
Technological Sciences2:00 Black Holes

Cosmic Journey

2:30

3:00 Session
11

Discovery 
& Imaging Tech

Game On 1:
Play With Us

Finalist Showcase: 
Physical Sciences3:30 Realm of Light To The Arctic 

(4:00-4:45)4:00

4:30 Session
12

From the
Commissioners

Fulldome
Storytelling

Game On 2:
Play With Us

Space Junk 3D
(5:00-5:45)

Finalist Showcase:
Medical Sciences5:00

Gala Celebration: Science Media Awards (5:30-9:00)
Sponsored by Sony Broadcast & Howard Hughes Medical Institute 

5:30                                                                              Cocktails
                                      Doors open for Awards Ceremony 6:15 (Phipps IMAX)
                                                             Dinner at 8:00 (South Atrium)6:00

SAVE THE DATE!
Sept 23-27 at the Jackson Lake Lodge
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Ricketson Gates Fulldome Africa Station IMAX Theater Naturalist’s Nook

7:30 Shuttles depart Hyatt Regency every 10 minutes until 10:00 am.

8:00

8:30

9:00 Session 
13 The Jury Speaks IMERSA

Open Meeting
Winner, Best 3D

(9:15-10:00)
Winner:

Medical Sciences9:30

10:00

10:30 Session
14

Personal Media,
Interactivity

& Engagement

Cosmic Journey 3D
Storytelling 
Aesthetics

Space Junk 3D
(10:30-11:15)

Winner:
Life Sciences11:00 Wildest Weather

11:30 To The Arctic 3D
(11:30-12:15)12:00 Session 

15
Innovative Media

and Exhibits
Dome 

Deconstructed

Deconstructed: 
Titanoboa--      

Monster Snake

Winner: 
Technological

Sciences12:30

1:00 Wildest Weather

1:30 Session
16

Science in the Field
(Scientific American)

Workshop: 
Social Media

Tornado Alley 3D
(2:00-2:45)

Winner: Human &
Social Sciences2:00 Black Holes

2:30 Cosmic Journey

3:00
Session

17

Beyond Social 
Media: Content & 
Viral Marketing

Winner:
Physical Sciences3:30 Realm of Light To The Arctic

(4:00-4:45)

4:00 Wildest Weather

4:30 Session
18

Now What?
Envision the Future

Winner Screening Space Junk 3D
(5:00-5:45)

Winner: Earth &
Environmental 5:00 Winner Screening

5:30 Closing Reception and Premiere Screening Event (5:30-8:30)

6:00
Tornado Alley 3D

6:30

7:00

7:30 Bella Gaia Premiere

8:00 Shuttle Departs to/from hotel every 15 minutes. Last Shuttle departs at 8:30

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 7
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NOTES
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There’s a lot to love about science. From bridges to vaccines, and everything 

in between, science makes critical contributions to how we live, how we work, 

and how we play.

Even more, science helps us understand our world, creates jobs, and offers 

hope that today’s problems can be solved to make a better tomorrow.

At AAAS our passion for science, technology, engineering, and mathematics 

knows no bounds. Guided by our mission of advancing science and serving 

society, we work every day to improve science policy and funding, education, 

international scientific cooperation, workforce development, and the public’s 

understanding of science. 

If you love science, and believe that a strong scientific community is critical to 

a prosperous future for all people, join us. Together we can make a difference.

Learn more at membercentral.aaas.org/membership

WEi       science
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let your curiosity soar to new heights

From physics and cosmology to evolution and archeology, from neurology and biology 
to environmental science and energy, SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN brings you the world 
of science, with first-hand insights written by expert researchers and respected 
journalists. If you’re passionate about exploring and better understanding the ideas 
and innovations shaping our world, then SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN is for you.

special offer for jackson hole symposium delegates! 
visit scientificamerican.com/jhsymposiumoffer and find out more.


